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From the Chairman’ Desk…

Er. Bhikhubhai B. Patel,
Chairman,
Charutar VIdya Mandal

It is proud privileged moment for me to write a message in the

opening pages of SAMRUDDHI – 2019-20. BJVM College has

received ‘B’ Grade in NAAC and has received many significant

awards in the journey of 69 Years.

It is customary to publish college Annual Magazine Samruddhi

every year, hence Samruddhi 2019-20 is here to highlight the

college progress and development, to acknowledge the past

achievements and welcome the future in right direction.

I personally feel very happy to congratulate the Principal and Staff

Members for prestigious awards and incredible work. I wish they

keep on progressing more in future and maintain the spirit.

On this occasion, I congratulate the college team for their creative

and talented writers and wish them BEST OF LUCK.
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From the Hon. Secretary’ Desk…

Dr. S. G. Patel,
Hon. Secretary,
Charutar Vidya Mandal

It is an honour to write few lines on the opening page of this

wonderful college magazine ‘Samruddhi’. It provides evidences of

showing progress made by the students of this college. In

addition to the numerous achievements of the institute this is

yet another benchmark in their curricular and co-curricular

activities. I hope the magazine will bring creative talents of

students of college BJVM.

I congratulate the Principal Dr. Ketaki Sheth and her team

for ‘Samruddhi’. My blessing to all students to have great and

successful career.

I wish them all success.
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Message from the Hon. Jt. Secretary…

Shri R. C. Talati,
Hon. Jt. Secretary,
Charutar Vidya Mandal

We are all proud that B. J. Vanijya Mahavidayalya has

completed 69 academic years and enriched the lives and

lifestyles of thousands of students and staff. We can humbly

claim to have added to the professionalism of industry and will

continue to do so in the years ahead.

I take this opportunity to congratulate the principal Dr. Ketaki

Sheth and her team of committed staff members for their

devotion towards value based quality teaching and sustained

efforts to ensure that each student is cared for in the college.

I heartily wish good luck and all happiness to all students of

batch 2019-20.
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From the Principal’s Desk…

Dr. Ketaki Sheth,
Principal,
BJVM

The college magazine team performs sparkling works to bring out the annual

magazine ‘Samruddhi’ of B. J. Vanijya Mahavidyalaya.

In addition to generating creative and innovating content from

students and teachers, every year our college team of editors,

faculty members and students work extensively to report on events

in and around the university colleges.

The college magazine is a forum which could aptly be used for

recording events, fond memories and creative writing. I am sure;

this magazine will be informative, and resourceful. It establishes

milestone for literary skills of our students.

Congratulations to the editorial team for their determined efforts in

bringing out this magazine.
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From  the desk of Vice  President

Dr. Samir M. Vohra
Ass. Professor,
BJVM

My message to the present generation is that the future depends on what you
do today; learn from yesterday and live for today.

I am proud that B. J. Vanijya Mahavidayalya has completed 69 academic years

and enriched the lives and lifestyles of thousands of students and staff. The

college has earned a place of pride by virtue of its dedicated scholarly pursuits

‘Samruddhi’ magazine showcases the talents of our faculty members and

students. I appreciate the contribution of faculties and students. I congratulate the

editorial team for making ‘Samruddhi’ magazine innovative, informative and

inspiring.

This is my staunch faith and conviction that our students would carve a niche in

their career and life by going in lineage and heritage of this temple of learning.

I heartily wish good luck and all happiness to all the students.
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From Editor’s Desk

Dr. Rupal Patel
Associate Professor
BJVM

Being the Editor of the Bhikhabhai Jivabhai Vanijya Mahavidyalaya

(BJVM) annual magazine SAMRUDDHI, it gives me great pleasure

to bring to you 2019-20 current issue. Samruddhi is designed to

present to its readers the events that have gone by this year.The

magazine showcases the talents of our faculty members and

students. With sense of pride and satisfaction I would like to say

that with the active support of management, faculty and students,

Samruddhi has come alive .With all the efforts and contributions

put in by the students, I truly hope that the pages that follow will

make some interesting reading. I congratulate the editorial team for

making Samruddhi innovative and inspiring.
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Bhikhabhai Jivabhai Vanijya Mahavidyalaya

Bhikhabhai Jivabhai Vanijya Mahavidyalaya (BJVM) is named after grandfather of Shri
Upendrabhai M.Patel, the Chairman of Shree Dinesh Mills Ltd., Vadodara. Bhikhabhai
Jivabhai Patel the donor hailed from village Ode. He started his career as a humble teacher
getting meagersalary of rupees 12, who later became the Manager ofRajpura Mills and then
the founder of New Rajpura Mills.
Late Shri Bhaikaka approached him with the purposeto obtain donation which late Shri
Bhikhabhai Jivabhaireadily and happily gave. With the help of this donation itwas possible to
establish the present Commerce College-BJVM. The donor became successful industrialist
withhis innate capacities, understanding and substantial hardwork, and started Textile mills in
Ahmedabad.
His secondgeneration members Shri Upendrabhai, Shri Girishbhai, Shri Bharatbhai further
developed the business and diversifiedit by successfully managing Shree Dinesh Mills Ltd.,
Now;they are exporting wollen clothes and enjoy prime statusamong industrialists.
The foundation stone of BJVMwas laid by Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the First President ofIndia on
October 16,1950 and was inaugurated by Shri Kasturbhai Lalbhai, a renowned industrialist of
Gujarat.
The college started functioning from June 15,1951 with an enrolment of 51 students inits B.
Com. Course. Over the years, it has grown in all dimensions and has become the torch-bearer
in academic field.
Being the pioneer institute, to launch BBA programme in the whole of Western region the
college is still very serious about conducting the Personality and Character Building activities
on regular basis.
These include tour and adventure, games and athletics, cultural programme, debate,
elocution, discussions and lectures, career planning and placement, study visits, Business
Battle and field trips. Our college results are higher than that of university.

Vision
To add significantly to our enduring civilization tradition of pioneering excellence in
learning, knowledge, enlightenment and self-realization, in a universally relevant context.

Mission
We dedicate ourselves to the perpetuation of our Founders’ Vision of providing the
infrastructure, facilities, operation conditions and over all environment conductive to the
Education of young scholars, along with the desired physical, mental and character building
inputs; we firmly renew our commitment to providing value added, globally relevant
Education with an emphasis on the basic Commerce and Techno-Management domain, to
ensure that our scholars fruitfully exercise their knowledge, skills and values in the global
economy.

Objectives
To create and nourish a stimulating learning environment that ensures globally relevant
Education based on Eternal human values.
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 To forge and reward excellence in the curricular as well as the non-curricular sectors so as
to ensure the scholars’ global competitiveness.

 To tap, nurture and unleash the innovative entrepreneurial abilities of scholars and thereby
ensure life-long socio-economic value - addition.

 To evoke and embellish the finest traits of human excellence that goes on to dovetail into a
sustainable career growth curve in commerce and management.

 To affiliate, associate, liaise or otherwise synergize with any Institution Body, Entity,
Ethno-Cultural Diaspora and the overall global fraternity in any form whatsoever,in
support of the above, and

 To initiate, consolidate and extrapolate any objectives, functions and activities in support
of the above.

BJVM has been Re-accredited with ‘B’ Grade, 2.62 CGPA by National Assessment and
Accreditation Council (NAAC), Bangalore.

Governance and Administration:

Charutar Vidya Mandal:
CVM and its institutions have a long history of performance.This can be very well attributed
to its dynamic stewardship,activating efforts of principals, the learned and wellversed
pedagogies, complimentary administrative andoffice staff and above all, the foresightedness
of those whoare at the helm of affairs of C.V.M. and the excellent teamworkof all the
concerned.

B.COM Programme:
B.Com course is offered both in English and Gujarat! mediums. At present, the course offers
two elective subjects, viz.; Advanced Accounting & Auditing or Advanced Banking or
Business Management. Advanced Accounting can be opted both in Gujarat! And English
medium, Banking only in Gujarati and Management only in English medium.

BBA Programme
As a part of the first initiator of this programme in western region, a unique graduate level
course offered to the students for BBA degree. It is a distinct programme in Management
Studies aiming at offering students the vastopportunities to get employment as executives at
junior ormiddle levels of management in business and industrialconcerns.
It prepares students to develop skills to identify,analyze and solve managerial problems
effectively. Thecommitted faculty inspires the BBA pursuant to produce theirbest of
performance, withstand and adapt to changes, takeup challenges and translate their dreams
into realities.
We shall be admitting 44th batch of BBA aspirants this year.Those who have graduated to had
either gone for higherstudies or had been better placed employment wise. In this globally
accepted programme, during their tenure of threeyears, the students are trained to be
enterprising, innovative, enthusiastic and initiative taking to march ahead against all odds.
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With passing away of economically gloomy period, numberof career options and jobs will
mushroom in a short span oftime. As we believe in discipline, dedication and
determination,students who get BBA degree from here stand a greaterchance of being
suitably placed.

The Programme offers following Electives:

 Advanced Marketing Management
 Advanced Financial Management

 Advanced Human Resource Management
 Export Management

M.Com. Programme:
BJVM college has launched a Two Year full-time Master of Commerce (M.Com.)
programme under Choice Based Credit System from June 2013, approved by Sardar Patel
University. Under the programme, students undergo learning and training in 20 papers with
specialization in Advanced Accounting, Human Resource Management & Entrepreneurship
Management. The programme is divided into four semesters. There are 5 papers in each
semester with 5 credit points for each subject.

Add-on Courses
 Diploma in E-Commerce
 Certification Course in Computer Application

 Diploma Course in Computer Application
 Post Diploma Course in Computer Application
 The Certificate Course In English

 Diploma in Communicative English

The Vocational Courses
 I. Advertising, Sales Promotion and Sales Management (ASM).
 II. Tax Procedure and Practice (TPP).

The Industrial Visit Perspective at Bjvm
Industrial visit is a part of the BBA Programme, duringwhich students visit companies and
getinsight of on theinternal working environment of the company.The industrial visit also
provides an insight on how companieswork and also useful information related to the
practicalaspects of the course which cannot be visualized in lectures. The main reason behind
this - it lets students toknow things practically through interaction, working methodsand
employment practices. Moreover, it gives exposure from academic point of view.

Computer Acquaintance and Training
The Need for computer literacy can hardly be over emphasised. It is an integral part of higher
education. It’s a boon to modern business and industry. Looking to this, it’s imperative for
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the BBA students to pursue computer education throughout their stay for three years. The
Prin. S. M. Patel Computer Centre also offers following diploma and certificate courses.

Diploma Courses:
1. Diploma in Computer Application (DCA): one year part time course.
2. Post Graduate Diploma in Computer Application (PGDCA): one year part time course
approved by S. P. University.

Career Planning & Students’ Counseling Cell
The college has Students’ Counseling Cell for all the three years. The purpose is to help and
guide students in such matter as studies, study material, career advancement and planning,
job hunting, preparing for various competitive examinations and sorting out personal and
social problems. Students could freely talk to and have a dialogue with the designated
counselor concerned.

Placement Cell (Udisha)
Universal Development of Integrated employability Skills through Higher education
Agencies-Youth, that exciting decade between the ages of 16 and 26, is filled with dreams for
a better life through education, job opportunities and relationships. It is the transition from
being seen as young by community elders to being acknowledged as an adult. It is a time
filled with personal and professional challenges requiring skills that are sharpened each day
through a desire to succeed.
To increase the employability rate of the graduates in Gujarat, Udisha is to bridge the gap
between job seekers and the job providers. On one hand, there is a dearth of good employees
in various job sectors- hospitality, banking, teaching etc. And on the other hand, the need of
the employers is increasing in various sectors of industry.
Udisha is expected to bridge this gap and increase the rate of employability in the near future.

Personality Development Programme
In today’s competitive world, it has been observed that many people though having talents
and capabilities do not come up in life. This programme aims to develop self confidence,
communication skill and ability to express oneself at all levels.

Infrastructure And Resources
The college has its own spacious, three storeyed, well ventilated and independent building
which has 45 rooms of different sizes. It is beautifully surrounded by lush green garden & tall
trees. It possesses separate parking place for the vehicles of both boys and girls. It has also
cool and pure drinking water facility.

Green And Clean Campus
The college is having a lush green campus with a large garden. It has a number and variety of
trees within and surrounding the college. The campus is always kept clean. Due care is taken
to protect the environment.
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Library And Reading Room
It is indeed a matter of great interest that college has a rich and resourceful library with
around 30,000 books, and numerous journals and magazines on trade, commerce and industry
of national and international repute.
The students can utilize a separate reading room for enriching their studies. Reference books
and paper sets are available in the reading room.

Sports and Recreation
Sports and physical fitness, indeed, occupy a place of prominence amongst the co-curricular
activities in the college, for the important role that they play not only in character formation
but also in instilling positive values among students. Our keen sports enthusiasts regularly get
many opportunities to showcase their talents in a wide variety of sporting events.
The laurels and accolades won in these competitions testify that continuing excellence and
team spirit are indeed the watchwords for our sportspersons.

Healthcare
For the new entrants, the college organises, on compulsory basis, the medical check-up camp
soon after the admissions are over. Those having ailments may visit Krishna Hospital,
Karamsad.
For general illness, students can contact University Health Centre where medicine is given
free of charge. The centre is situated behind BJVM.

The HRD LAB (Human Resource Development)
The Human Resource Development Laboratory is air-conditioned and fully equipped with
modern gadgets like LCD, TV, VCR, VCP, OHP, micro phone systems, computers,
multimedia, internet and audio-visual aids to facilitate effective teaching, learning and
development of students.

The Communication Skills Lab
This laboratory is equipped with all the necessary audiovisual equipment to strengthen
communication skills of the students, especially in English.

Internet Club
Internet facility is made available on voluntary membership on the payment of membership
fee as prescribed by CVM. Wi-Fi facility is available in the Campus.

Girls’ Room
The college has an independent girls’ room with necessary facilities. Girls can avail of it in
the event of being free.

Seminar Hall
State and National seminars, conferences, workshops, symposiums are organized in well
equipped seminar hall.
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Management lecture series, behavioural science workshops, Entrepreneurship awareness
programmes are regularly organized throughout the year.

Extra Curricular and Co-Curicular:

Activities
The college organizes on extensive scale, varied activities that support personality
development and character building. Such activities include participation of students in
debate, elocution, essay writing, various sports, N.C.C., N.S.S, cultural and community
services. Those who join afresh are requested to pinpoint their interest in any activity and
motivate themselves to actively participate.

Tours & Excursions
We live in an enchanting world-full of beauty, charm and adventure. Travel provides us with
immeasurable opportunities to enhance, enrich and expand our lives. The magical moments
spent travelling surely has an everlasting impact on us.
Each journey that we undertake is a learning experience. As we encounter, a myriad of
cultures and form friendships, we stretch our limits beyond the known boundaries to the
unknown.
Tours and excursions form an essential part of our curriculum, for we firmly agree with St.
Augustine’s view, “The world is a book, and those who do not travel, read only a page.”

The Cvm Hostels
 Charutar Vidya Mandal has hostels both for boys and girls.

 The boys are given accommodation in Liberty Hostel at a five minutes distance from the
college.

 For girls, this facility is available at C. J. Patel Ladies Hostel (Ranak Hostel) complex
near Shastri Maidan.

 Due to increasing rush of occupants, the students interested in hostel facilities are
requested to book their room promptly.
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DISTRIBUTION OF WORK

Staff Council

1. Vice President  : Students' Council Dr.  S. M. Vohra

2. Co-ordinator  : B.B.A. Programme Dr.  S. R. Ajmeri

3. Co-ordinators : Personality Development Programme Dr.   J. P. Parmar (Convener)

Dr.   S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Shri  K. L. Patel (Member)

4. Co-ordinators  :   Students' Counselling Dr.   P. U. Mordhara (Convener)

Dr.   S.  K. Radadiya (Member)

Dr.   D. R. Patel (Member)

5. Co-ordinators : Certificate Course in English DELL &

Scope

Smt. R. N. Vora (Convener)

6. Co-ordinators : Examination (Internal Assessment)

B. Com. Course Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

B.B.A. Course Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)

7. Co-ordinator  :  M.Com. Programme Dr.  S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)

Dr.  A. D.Gaur (Member)

8. Co-ordinator:  IT Enabling Committee,  DCA  &  PGDCA

Course

Dr.  S. K. Radadiya (Convener)

Shri. Rajesh D. Patel (Member)

Shri. Hitesh Yadav (Member)

9. Co-ordinators  : Vocational Courses (ASM & TPP) Ms. Teena Sanghavi (Convener)

Dr. A. J. Dholariaya (Member)

10. Certificate Courses Dr.   S. M. Vohra (Convener)

Dr.  S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Shri. Rajesh D. Patel (Member)

Shri. Hitesh Yadav (Member)

11. Hostel Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Shri P. K. Vasava (Member)

Dr. D. R. Patel (Member)

Shri  Kalpesh  K. Patel (Member)

12. N. C. C. Major I. N. Tandel (Convener)
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Care Taker  (Girls) Smt.  T. H. Sanghavi (Member)

13. N.S.S. Mrs. R. N. Vora (Convener)

Dr.   P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Ms.  D. B. Dave (Member)

Dr.   D. R. Patel Dr.   D. R. Patel(Member)

14. Outstanding Student’s Cell (Star Batch) Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr.   R. N. Patel (Member)

Dr.   N. S. Parmar (Member)

15. Tour & Adventure Shri  H. D. Patel (Convener)

Mrs. R. N. Vora (Member)

Dr.   A. D. Gaur (Member)

Ms.  A. D. Parmar (Member

16. Scholarship, Freeship, Studentship Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)

Shri  H. D. Patel (Member)

Shri  S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Shri  K. D. Solanki (Member

17. Women Development Cell Dr.   R. N. Patel (Convener)

Smt. R. N. Vora (Member)

Dr.   A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Smt. J. D. Parmar (Member

Smt. T. H. Sanghavi (Member

18. SC/ST Students' Cell Dr.   J. P. Parmar (Convener)

Dr.  N. S. Parmar (Member)

Smt. J. D. Parmar (Member)

19. Time Table, Work Load & Attendance Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Member)

Dr.   S. M. Vohra (Member)

20. "Udisha" (Placement Cell ) Shri I. N. Tandel ( Convener )

Dr.   S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Dr.   S. M. Vohra (Member)

Dr.   Ashok Gaur (Member)

21. UGC  Plan Shri I. N. Tandel (Convener)
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Dr.  S. R. Ajmeri (Member)

Shri H. D. Patel (Member)

Dr. R. N. Patel (Member)

Dr. S. M. Vohra (Member)

Dr. S. K. Radadiya (Member)

22. I.Q. A.C Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr. J. P. Parmar (Jt.

Convener)

23. Research Committee Dr.  M. P. Trivedi (Convener)

Dr. S. R. Ajmeri (Member)

Dr. J. P. Parmar (Member)

Dr. R. N. Patel (Member)

Dr. P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Dr. S. M. Vohra (Member)

Dr. A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Dr. A. D. Gaur (Member)

24. College Magazine, (Samruddhi) Dr.   R. N. Patel (Convener)

Dr. A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Dr. A. D. Gaur (Member)

Dr. D. R. Patel (Member)

Smt. T. H. Sanghavi (Member)

Ms.  A. D. Parmar (Member)

25. Co-operative Study Forum Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr. P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Shri  K. L. Patel (Member)

Ms. A. D. Parmar (Member)

26. BJVM  Alumni Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)

Shri.  H. D. Patel

Dr. R. N. Patel (Member)

Dr. S.M. Vohra (Member)

Dr. S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Dr.   N. S. Parmar (Convener)
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Smt. R. N. Vora (Member)

(B)  Sarjanatmak Abhivyati Dhara Dr.   S. M. Vohra (Member)

Dr. S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)

Dr. S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Dr. J. D. Parmar (Member)

Shri  K. L.Patel (Member)

(C)  Rang, Kala, Kaushalya Dhara Dr. P. U. Mordhara (Convener)

Dr. A. J. Dholariaya (Member)

Smt.  J. D. Parmar (Member)

Dr. D. R.  Patel (Member)

(D)  Natya Dhara Dr.   M. P. Trivedi (Convener)

Dr. S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)

(E)  Geet, Sangeet, Nrutya Dhara Dr. J.  P.  Parmar (Convener)

Dr.   S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)

Ms. A.D. Parmar (Member)

(F)  Vyayam, Yog, Khel-kud Dhara Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Shri  P. K. Vasava (Member)

Smt.  J. D. Parmar (Member)

Ms. A.D. Parmar (Member)

(G)  Samudaya Seva Dhara Smt.  R. N. Vora (Convener)

Dr. P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Dr. A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)

28. Admission Committee Dr.   S. K. Radadiya (Nodal

Officer)

B.Com Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr. J. P. Parmar (Member)

Dr. R.N. Patel (Member)

Dr. N.S. Parmar (Member)

Smt. R. N. Vora (Member)
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Dr. A.D. Gaur (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)

BBA Dr. S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)

Dr. P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Dr. S. M. Vohra (Member)

Dr.  A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Smt.  J. D. Parmar (Member)

Shri   K. L. Patel (Member)

M.Com Dr. S.R. Ajmeri (Convener)

Dr. A. D. Gaur (Member)

29. Anti Ragging Committee Dr.    K. P. Sheth (Convener)

Shri  I. N. Tandel (Member)

Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Member)

Dr.   R. N. Patel (Member)

Dr.   P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Shri  K. L. Patel (Member)

30. Finishing School Shri. I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr.   S. K. Radadiya (Member)

31. Environment Awareness Smt. R. N. Vora ( Convener)

Dr.    P. U. Mordhara (Member)

Dr.    A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Dr. D. R.  Patel (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)

32. Internal Complain Committee Shri I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr.  S. R. Ajmeri (Member)

Shri H. D. Patel (Member)

Dr.   R. N. Patel (Member)

Smt. R. N. Vora (Member)

Dr.   S. M. Vohra (Member)

33. Maintenance & Development Committee Dr.   S. M. Vohra (Convener)

Dr. N. S. Parmar (Member)

Shri. H. B. Patel (Member)
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(office)

Shri. Aplesh Patel

(office)

(Member)

34. Centre for Community Engagement Smt. R. N. Vora (Convener)

Dr P. U.Mordhara (Member)

Dr A. J.Dholariya (Member)

Dr. D. R.  Patel (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)

35. Garden Committee Dr. M. P.  Trivedi (Convener)

Dr. P. U.Mordhara (Member)

Dr  A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Dr. D. R.  Patel (Member)

Ms. D.B. Dave (Member)
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Students' Council

A. President Dr. Ketaki Sheth

B. Vice President Dr. Samir Vohra

C. Teacher Advisors
1. Fine Arts Dr.  R.N. Patel (Convener)

Dr.  A. J. Dholariya (Member)

Smt. J. D. Parmar (Member)

Dr. Deepal Patel (Member)

Smt. T. H. Sanghavi (Member)

Ms.   D. B. Dave (Member)

Mr. Hitarth Kansara (Member)

2. Cricket Shri P. K. Vasava (Convener)
Shri I. N. Tandel (Member)

Dr.   S.R.Ajmeri (Member)

3. Badminton & Table Tennis Shri P. K. Vasava (Convener)
Shri  H. D. Patel (Member)

Dr. P.U.Mordhara (Member)

4. Athletics Shri P. K. Vasava (Convener)
Shri  I. N.  Tandel (Member)

Smt. R. N. Vora (Member)

Dr. A.D. Gaur (Member)

5. Volley Ball, Foot Ball, Basket Ball &
Hand Ball

Shri P. K. Vasava (Convener)
Dr.   R. N. Patel (Member)

Smt. J. D. Parmar (Member)

Dr. D.R. Patel (Member)

Shri K.L. Patel (Member)

6. Indian & All other Games Shri  P. K. Vasava (Convener)
Dr. M. P. Trivedi (Member)

Dr. S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Shri K.L. Patel (Member)

7. Debate & Elocution Dr.   N. S. Parmar (Convener)
Smt  R. N. Vora (Member)

Dr. A.D. Gaur (Member)

Dr. D.R. Patel (Member)

8. Group Discussion & Quiz Dr. P.U.Mordhara (Convener)
Dr.   A. J.  Dholariya (Member)

Smt. J.D. Parmar (Member)

Smt. T.H. Sanghvi (Member)

Ms.  D. B. Dave (Member)

9. Suvichar Dr. P. U. Mordhara (Convener)
Smt. J.D. Parmar (Member)

10. Guest Talk Dr.  R.N. Patel (Convener)
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Dr. S. K. Radadiya (Member)

Dr.   A. J.  Dholariya (Member)

11. Media Relations Dr. P.U.Mordhara (Convener)
Ms.   J. D. Parmar (Member)

Dr. A.D. Gaur (Member)

Shri  K. D. Solanki (Member)

12. Library Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Convener)
Shri H. D. Patel (Member)

Dr.   J. P.  Parmar (Member)

Dr.   S. K. Radadiya (Member)

13. Discipline All BJVM Members
14. Governance Committee Shri  I. N. Tandel (Convener)

Dr.   S. R. Ajmeri (Member)

Shri  H. D.Patel (Member)

Date: 14.06.2019

Dr. S. M. Vohra Dr. Ketaki Sheth
(Vice – President) ( President)

1. All teachers concerned

2.   Principal's Reference File

3.  Office Supt.'s Reference File

4. Vice Presidents' Reference File

5. Accountants' Reference File

6. Students’ Notice Board
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Achievements

 Faculty Achievements:

Dr. Ketaki Sheth

 Appointed as a Convener of Women Development Cell, CVM.

 Appointed as a Peer Team Member of NAAC.

 Appointed a as member of Academic Council of Commerce in Parul University, Vaghodia,

Baroda.

 Editor of the book “Emerging Trends in Quality of Teaching Learning and Evaluation : The

Road Ahead”.

Mr. I. N. Tandel

 Participated in National Seminar on “Changing Footprints of Business” Organized by Dept. of

Business Studies, Sardar Patel University on 8th February,2020.

 Participated in Workshop on “IPR” organized by B. J. Vanijya Mahavidyalaya.

 Participated in KIYA Workshop organized by CVM.

 Editor of the book “Emerging Trends in Quality of Teaching Learning and Evaluation : The

Road Ahead”, Information and Communication Technology.

Dr. J. P. Parmar

 Resource Person:

Key Note Speaker in One day workshop on “How to write a research paper?”  jointly

organized by Gujarat Economic Association and N. S. Patel Arts College, Anand at

Chanchalbaa Auditorium, Sardar Patel Education Trust, Anand on September 14 th, 2019.

Key Note Speaker in One day workshop on “How to write a research paper?”  jointly

organized by Gujarat Economic Association and D. D. Thaker Arts and K. J. Patel

Commerce College, Khedbrahma on September 20 th, 2019.

Key Note Speaker in One day workshop on “How to write a research paper?”  jointly

organized by Gujarat Economic Association and M. K. College of Commerce,  Bharuch on

October 5th , 2019.

Key Note Speaker in Golden Jubilee Conference  on “Capitalism: Present Crises and

Reforms”  jointly organized by Gujarat Economic Association and N. S. Patel Arts

College, Anand on January 3rd to 5th , 2020.

Key Note Speaker in one day workshop  on “Capitalism: Present Crises and Reforms”

organized by Uni. Trust Surajba Mahila Arts College, Nadiad  on February 12 th, 2020.
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Chairperson – Technical Session in one day workshop on “Gandhi and Gandhi Sahitya

sponsored by Gujarat Sahitya Academy Gandhinagar and Organised by Patel J. B. R. arts,

Patel A. M. R. Commerce and J. K. D. Science College Borsad on February 20 th, 2020.

Delivered Lecture on 28th December, 2019 at 50 hours mandatory education Program

conducted by CVSRTA RVA at Ahemdabad at Hotel Vice President, Navrangpura,

Ahemdabad.

Delivered Lecture on 7th July 2019 at 50 hours mandatory education Program conducted

by CVSRTA RVA at Shanti Consulting Engineers, 269, GIDC Estate Makarpura,

Vadodara.

 Publication

Published A Chapter on “Indifference Curve Analysis” in a Book titled “Economics”

Published by Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar.

Co-Author of Edited books Titled “Emerging Trends in Quality of Teaching Learning and

Evaluation: The Road Ahead” ISBN: 978-93-87493-85-8.in 2019.

Co-Author of  Edited Book  Titled “Emerging Issues in Agribusiness Management In

India” ISBN:

Published Editorial Article on “Present crises and problems” in of Peer Reviewed Bi-

Annual Research Journal “SPET Research Journal of Social Science”. ISSN: 2348 2982.

August 2019.

Published Editorial Article on “Capitalism: Present crises and Reforms” in of Peer

Reviewed Bi-Annual Research Journal “SPET Research Journal of Social Science”. ISSN:

2348 2982. February 2020.

 Managing Editor of Peer Reviewed Bi-Annual Research Journal “SPET Research Journal

of Social Science”. ISSN: 2348 2982.

 Visiting Faculty in ISTAR College vallabh Vidyanagar, in Valuation of plant and

Machinery and Real Estate Valuation.

Dr. Rupal N. Patel

 Participated in National Seminar at SMPIC, GLS on 28th December, 2019.

 Presented paper in National Seminar organized by Department of Business Studies, V. V. Nagar

in association with ICA & IAA, Gujarat Chapter on “ A Study on Issues and Challenges of

Women Entrepreneur of Gujarat with special reference to Surat City” dated 8th February, 2020.

 Presented paper in National Seminar organized by Department of Business Studies, V. V.Nagar

in association with ICA & IAA, Gujarat Chapter on “ A Study of the Financial Statement fraud
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of Indian Companies : Coneer with the impact of Corporate Government” dated 8th February,

2020.

 Expert Lecture on “Book Keeping & Accountancy” at CVSRTA Registered Valuers Association

on 05-07-2019 and 29-12-2019.

 Research Guidance to 5 students and Ph.D. Degree Awarded to 02 Students in year 2019-20.

 Visiting lecturer at S. M. Patel College of Home Science.

 Reviver of papers of National Conference organized by Parul University on 19th – 20th February,

2020 which will be published in “Manthan : Journal of Commerce & Management” a peer

reviewed journal published by Journal Press.

 Co-author of Editor book titled “Emerging Trends in Quality of Teaching Learning and

Evaluation : The Road Ahead”, Information and Communication Technology in 2019.

Dr. N. S. Parmar

 Presented paper “Air Pollution in Delhi : An Analysis” in 50th Gujarat Economic Conference

held at N. S. Patel Arts College, Anand on 4-5-6, January, 2020.

 Presented paper “A Road ahead – Road Connectivity and Rural Development” in Two day

National Conference held by Department of Economics, Sardar Patel University, VVNagar

(UGC Sponsored) on 7th & 8th February, 2020.

 Presented Paper  on “Gandhiji and Principle of Trusteeship” in One day State Level Seminar

organized by Arts, Commerce and Science College, Borsad, Sponsored by Gujarat Sahitya

Acadami, Gandhinagar on 20th February, 2020.

 Delivered lecture for Competitive Examination as expert -- Competitive classes are organised by

Shri V.S. Gandhi Cheritable Trust, Kapadwanj ( Dist -Kheda) on 10-5-2019.

Mrs Rupal N. Vora

 Participated in National Conference on 7th & 8th February, 2020 at H. M. Patel Institute of

English Training and Research Centre.

 Participated in Workshop and Training programme at H. M. Patel meant specially for English

faculty.

 KIA training for CVM Teaching faculties on 28th January,2020 and 4th February,2020 at  H. M.

Patel Institute of English Training and Research Centre.

 Workshop – Intellectual Property right at BJVM.

Dr. Pareshkumar U. Mordhara

 Appointed as Co-ordinator of “NSS & My Campus Clean Campus” under Non-Academic Forum

in Charutar Vidya Mandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Orientation Course
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Attended Orientation Course of the 16th National Youth Parliament Competition (NYPC) at

Mangalore, Karnataka organized by Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs, Govt. of India, New

Delhi from 19th to 20th February, 2020.

 Training Programme

Participated in the Three Days Training Programme on “Dignified Management of Dead”

Organized by Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management, Gandhinagar at GIDM Gandhinagar on

2nd to 3rd May, 2019.

Participated in the Three Days Training Programme on “Training of Teachers (ToT) for Student

Induction Programme (SIP)” Organized by University Grants Commission, Western Regional

Office, Pune at Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER), Pune on 6th  to 8th

June, 2019.

Participated in the Training for “NSS Programme Officer” organized by Government of India,

Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, National Service Scheme, Empanelled Training Institute,

Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad from 3rd to 9th January, 2020.

 Seminar

Participated & Presented a paper entitled “Gandhiji’s Views on Cleanliness” in State level

Seminar on “Gandjiji and Cleanliness” organised by Gujarat Vidyapith, Ahmedabad on 17th

March, 2019.

 Workshop

Participated in One Day Workshop on “Cleanliness Awareness” hosted by NSS Cell, Sardar

Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar and Sponsored by Govt. of India, Ministru of Youth

Affairs and Sports, NSS Regional Directorate, Ahmedabad on 16th March,2019.

Participated in One Day Workshop on “Research Methodology and Plagiarism” organized by

Bhikhbhai Jivabhai Vanijya Mahavidyalaya (Commerce College), Vallabh Vidyanagar on 19th

March, 2019.

Participated in Two-Day State Level Workshop On ‘Orientation to Disaster Risk Management’

organized by National Service Scheme, Charutar Vidya Mandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar-388-120

and Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management, Gandhinagar- 382-007, India on 7th and 8th

August, 2019.

 Participated in State Level Camp

Participated in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS Cell of Sardar Patel

University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22nd to 24th September, 2019 at Vallabh

Vidyanagar.

 As  a Visiting Faculty in Various Institutes.
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Institute of Science & Technology for Advanced Studies & Research (ISTAR), Vallabh

Vidyanagar : Industrial Management and Psychology – PS01CICH23, (Master of Industrial

Chemistry – Semester 1).

S. M. Patel College of Home Science, Vallabh Vidyanagar:

 sAppreciation

Appreciation by Indian Red Cross Society , Gujarat Branch Ahmedabad for organizing “

Thalassemia Test Camp, total 384 Blood Sample Collected from students for Thalassemia Test

& also organizing “Awareness and Prevantion of Thalassemia Disease”  programme  on 5th

August, 2019.

Appreciation by Indian Red Cross Society, Anand District for Donated Blood and valuable

contribution in organizing “Voluntary Blood Donation Camp at Bhikhabhai Jivabhai Vanijya

Mahavidyalaya (Commerce College), Vallabh Vidyanagar. Total 86 blood units collected.

Appreciation by A. D. Gorwala Blood Bank, Shree Krishna Hospital & Medical Research

Centre, KARAMSAD-388325, Anand for valuable contribution in organizing “ Voluntary Blood

Donation Camp at Fangani Village,Tal. Petlad, Dist. Anand. Total 21 blood units collected.

 Publication

Chapter Published in Edited Book : Secretarial Practice- F. Y. B.Com., Published by Registrar,

Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar. ISBN No.: 978-93-91386-72-9 (Chapter No.

03:Secretary, Page No. 29 to 42 & Chapter No. 04: Company’s Meetings, Page No. 43 to 58).

Published research article entitled “SDG and Education” in SPET Research Journal of Social

Science (Peer Reviewed Bi Annual Research Journal) Volume-07, Number-02, ISSN. 2348 –

2982, August,2019. Page No. 90 to 96. Published by Principal, N. S. Patel Arts College- Anand,

Managing Trustee, Sardar Patel Education.

Member of Indian Society for Training and Development.

Dr. Sanjay K. Radadiya

 Workshop

Two one day workshop organized by Charutar Vidyamandal on the topic of “Science and

spirituality” & “Teaching without lecturing” on 28/01/2020 and 04/02/2020 respectively.  One

five days workshop organized by Teaching Learning Centre, Central University of Punjab –

Bathinda. On the topics of “Contemporary Issues and Approaches in Social Science”  on

14/10/2019 to 18/10/2019.

One day Workshop organized by BJVM Commerce College, on the topic of “Intellectual

Property Rights” on the date 30/08/2019.
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 National Seminar

On 22/08/2019, One Day national seminar organized by Anand commerce college –Anand, on

the topic of Changing Role of NAAC through New Parameters for Enhancing Teaching,

Learning and Evaluation, and presented paper title “Teacher Quality in Teaching & Learning

With Students satisfaction”.

On 08/02/2020, One Day national seminar organized by Department of Business Studies, Sardar

Patel University – Vallabh Vidyanagar on the topic of Changing Footprints of Business, and

presented paper title “Direct Tax code in India”.

Chapter on the topics “Financial Statement Analysis” and “Company Final Account” is published

in edited book Financial Accounting, published by Sardar Patel University. ISBN No.: 978-93-

81386-69-9

Dr. Ankita Dholariya

 Published a chapter “Bhagidari Pedhi nu Visarjan” in an edited book Nanakiya Hisabi Padhdhti

published by Sardar Patel University, ISBM 978-93-8138669-9 in June, 2019.

 Invited as a Resource Person for NXX & Eco Club Orientation Programme on 31st July, 2019 by

CVM’s H.S.E.C. (Commerce Stream), Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Presented a research paper on “Accounting Education and Research in India : Growth and Future

Prospects” at National Seminar on “Changing Foot Prints of Business” Organized by

Department of Business Studies, Sardar Patel University on 8th February, 2020.

Ms. J. D. Parmar

 Participated in National Workshop on Academic Integrity Research Ethics & Prevention of

Plagiarism Dated 12th October, 2019 jointly organized by Gujarat University, Ahmedabad &

INFLIBNET Centre, Gandhinagar.

Dr. Ashok Gaur

 Participated in Seminar /Conference

Participated in ICSSR Sponsored One day National Conference on Research and Regulatory

Aspects in Accounting organize by Department  of Accounting  and Financial Management, The

Maharaja   Sayajirao University of Baroda  held on 17th April,2019 .

Participated  in one day National Seminar on, “Prabandhan Mei Bhartiyata”(India Management)

jointly organized by G.H. Patel Postgraduate Department of Business Management, Sardar Patel

University, Shiksha Sanskriti Utthan Nyas, New Delhi and Shri R. P. Arts Shri K. B. Commerce

and Smt. B. C. J. Science College , Khambhat on 30 July 2019.

Participated in one day National Seminar on, “ National Footprints of business organized by

Department of Business Studies , Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar  in Association
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with  The Indian Commerce Association, Gujarat Chapter and Indian Accounting Association,

Gujarat Chapter  held on February 8,2020.

 Paper Presented in Seminar /Conference

Presented paper entailed , “ Industry 4.0 : problems and Prospects in Indian Context”  in one day

National Seminar on, “ National Footprints of business organized by Department of Business

Studies , Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar  in Association with  The Indian

Commerce Association, Gujarat Chapter and Indian Accounting Association, Gujarat Chapter

held on February 8,2020.

 Publication of Article/ Papers:

Paper entitled, “Valuation of Intellectual Property” has been accepted for publication in GAP

Interdisciplinarities is an Open Access Peer Reviewed global journal of interdisciplinary and

trans-disciplinary studies and research. ISSN- 2581-5828

Editor of book/Book Publication/chapter in Edited Book

Published book entitled, “પયાવરણીય અ ભયાસ - ઍફ. વાય. બી. કોમ.”Published by Sardar

Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar, ISBN: 978-93-81386-736, First Edition: June 2019

Published book entitled, “અથશા - ઍફ. વાય. બી. કોમ.”published by Sardar Patel University,

Vallabh Vidyanagar , ISBN : 978-93-81386-67-5, First Edition:  May 2019

 Orientation programme /Refresher Course and Workshop attended:

Completed  Faculty Development Programme for Entrepreneurship Development  sponsored

organized by the Centre for Entrepreneurship and Career Development (ICECD) Ahmedabad

for Two weeks (14th November to 16th  November-2019.

 Invited Lecture/ Expert Lecture/Resource Person

Invited as resource person  in workshop organized by Gopinath Mahila Arts and Commerce

College ,Sihor , Maharaja Krishnakumarsinhji Bhavnagar  University ,Bhavnagar  and conducted

session on Goal Setting  on 29 August.2019

Invited as resource person  in “Genesis : A Workshop of Commerce and Management “

organized by Nandkunvarba Mahila College , Maharaja Krishnakumarsinhji Bhavnagar

University ,Bhavnagar  and conducted session on “ Service sector in Indian economy “ and

Political Environment( Economic Study) on 29 August.2019

Invited as Resource Person  to conduct  “ Inter university  and School QUIZ Competition”  in

Gujarat  State  NSS Day  Celebration organized by  Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar

on  22-24 September -2019.
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Invited  expert faculty to teach Economics to 12 Standard Commerce  students of M.D.Patel (

ipcowala) Higher Secondary School , The H.M.Patel English Medium School ,Dharmaj, Anand

for two weeks (17th  November to 1st December, 2019)

Invited as Resource Person   to deliver an expert lecture on Business Environment and

International Business in Free Coaching for NET/GSET at P.G. Department of Business Studies,

Sardar Patel University, and Vallabh Vidyanagar on 5th December, 2019.

Render service of External Examiner for practical school Viva (Fifth Module Project Work) for

MBA Semester –I students of Anand Institute of Management, (AIM) Anand and conducted

Viva Voce on 11th December 2019.

Invited as resource person in Annual National Camp of B.J.Vanijya Mahavidyalaya Vallabh

Vidyanagar on 22nd  December  and 23rd December 2019  held at Fangani  Village  of Petlad

and delivered  expert talk  on “How to write report and “Ek Bharat  Shreshtha Bharat “

Render service of External Examiner and conducted Viva Voce of  12th class  students  of  SNV

International School, Bhumel, Nadiad  affiliated to Council for the  Indian School Certificate

Examination (ISCE Board) ,New Delhi  on 1st February 2020

Invited as resource person in Annual National Camp of ARIBAS (Ashok & Rita Patel institute of

Integrated  Study & Research in Biotechnology  and Allied sciences)  New Vallabh Vidyanagar

on 22nd  February  2020 held at Kasor  Village  and delivered  expert talk  on “Role of Youth in

Rural Development”

Invited as a Judge in Poster Making Competition organized by C.P.Patel & F.H.Shah Commerce

College Anand on 8th February 2020.

 Visiting Lectures

Working as a Visiting Faculty in R.N. Patel IPCOWALA School of Law & Justice BBA/B.Com

/BA LLB (Hons) Charutar Vidya Mandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar.

Working as a Visiting Faculty in S.M. Patel College of Home Science ,Charutar Vidya Mandal ,

Vallabh Vidyanagar.

Dr. Dipal R. Patel

 Publication of Books

Published Book titled, “Performance Appraisal: Selected Chemical Units of Baroda” Published

by ASF Computers, Vallabh Vidyanagar, ISBN: 978-93- 89338-71-3, on 28/08/2019

Published Book titled, “Private Equity Industry with Special Focus on Infrastructure” Published

by ASF Computers, Vallabh Vidyanagar, ISBN: 978-93- 89338-72-0, on 02/09/2019

 Orientation Programme /Training or Workshop attended
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Completed  Faculty Development Programme for Entrepreneurship Development  organized by

N S Patel Arts College, Anand for Three weeks (23rd September  to 7th October -2019.)

Completed Faculty Development Programme for Entrepreneurship Development sponsored and

organized by the Centre for Entrepreneurship and Career Development (ICECD) Ahmedabad

for Two weeks (4th November to 16th November-2019.)

Successfully Completed  Orientation Program for Faculty Development  sponsored and

organized by HRDC, Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar  for Three weeks (2nd

December to 22nd December -2019.)

Successfully Attended  workshop on Honing Research Publication Skills organized by BVM

Engineering College, Vallabh Vidyanagar  for Three days (21st to 23rd August -2019.)

 Visiting Lecturer

Working as a Visiting Faculty in R.N. Patel IPCOWALA School of Law & Justice BBA/B.Com

/BA LLB (Hons) Charutar Vidya Mandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar.

Student Achievements:
 Hozefa Cyclewala: of SY BBA Participated and presented a research paper at 2 days

International conference On "International Youth Symposium" organised by Gujarat University

and Bk School of Management Studies, Ahemdabad on 28-29 January 2020 on the Topic

"Addiction of Mobile Games On Youth" which got published in the souvenir of the conference

and has also presented research paper in 3 days national conference held at NS Patel College of

Arts, Vallabh Vidhyanagar from 3rd to 5th January on the Topic " Gujarat Development Aspects

" under the theme " Economy of Gujarat: Problem And prospects" and received Best Research

paper award in that Conference.

 Rohan Indrapal Rajput of SY BBA Participated and presented a research paper at 2 days

International conference On "International Youth Symposium" organised by Gujarat University

and B. K School of Management Studies, Ahemdabad on 28-29 January 2020 on the Topic

"Cross Culture Communication With Social Values" which got published in the souvenir of the

international conference and has also presented research paper in 3 days national conference held

at NS Patel College of Arts, Vallabh Vidhyanagar from 3rd to 5th January on the Topic

"Environment: Optimistic Future" under the theme " Economy of Gujarat: Problem And

prospects"

 Gopal Bharvad of TY BCOM has participated in Kala Maha Kumbh organised by Government

of Gujarat in lok Geet Competition and secured first position at Taluka level and secured

position at district level.
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 Disha Patel of TY BBA has participated in Kala Maha Kumbh organised by Government of

Gujarat in Eassy Competition and secured first position at Taluka level.

 Praganya of SY BCOM has participated in Kala Maha Kumbh organised by Government of

Gujarat in Debate Competition and secured second position at Taluka level.

NCC Achievements

 Cdt. Bharvad Gopal J. (SY B.Com) Represented NCC Directorate Gujarat in All India Thal

Sainik Camp-2019 at New Delhi.

 Cdt. Patel Tejashkumar P. (SY B.Com) Represented NCC Directorate Gujarat in All India Thal

Sainik Camp-2019 at New Delhi.

 Cdt. Machhi Mihirkumar (T.Y. B.Com) Selected in Mavlanker Shooting Team of NCC GP, V.V.

Nagar

 SGT Savitri Vasava (T.Y. B.Com) Represented NCC Directorate Gujarat in All India Thal

Sainik Camp-2019 at New Delhi. Secured 3rd postion in Tent Pitching Competition at New

Dehli.

NSS Achievements

 Siddharth Dilipbhai Parmar  Commendably participated in NSS Republic Parade Camp-2020,

New Delhi organized by Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Govt. of India from 1st to 31st

January, 2020.

 1st Rank in Skit Competition in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS    Cell

of Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department

of Higher Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22 to 24 September, 2019. At Vallabh

Vidyanagar.

 Participated in Gramya Jivan Darshan – “Anubhuti 2019” Organised by Gaujarat University,

Ahmedabad in Collaboration with Students for Development (SFD) From 15th to 19th May,

2019.

 Aniket Hareshbhai Kanani Participated in ‘National Integration Camp’ organised by the

Regional Directorate of Ahmedabad NSS, at Faculty of Social Work, Maharaja Sayajirao

University of Baroda, Vadodara, Gujarat from 20th to 26th January, 2020.

 Participated in Two-Day State Level Workshop On ‘Orientation To Disaster Risk Management’

Organized by National Service Scheme, Charutar Vidya Mandal, Vallabh Vidyanagar-388 120
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and Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management, Gandhinagar- 382 007, India on 7th and 8th

August, 2019.

 Participated in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS Cell of Sardar Patel

University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22 to 24 September, 2019. At Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Tirthkumar Kamalesh Thumber Participated in ‘National Integration Camp’ Organized by the

Regional Directorate of N.S.S., Bangalore Collaboration With Rajiv Gandhi University of Health

Sciences, Bangalore, Hosted by Sri College of Ayurveda Sciences and Research Hospital,

Bangalore from 24th February to 1st March, 2020.

 Participated in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS Cell of Sardar Patel

University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22 to 24 September, 2019. At Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Jalpa Manharbhai Parmar Participated in ‘National Integration Camp’ Organized by the Regional

Directorate of N.S.S., Bangalore Collaboration With Rajiv Gandhi University of Health

Sciences, Bangalore, Hosted by Sri College of Ayurveda Sciences and Research Hospital,

Bangalore from 24th February to 1st March, 2020.

 Participated in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS Cell of Sardar Patel

University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22 to 24 September, 2019. At Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Jalpa Manishbha Rakholiya Participated in the 23rd National Youth Festival at Lucknow, Uttar

Pradesh from 12th to 16th January, 2020 and attended Suvichar and National Youth Convention

Programme organised by NSS, Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Govt. of India.

 Participated in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS Cell of Sardar Patel

University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22 to 24 September, 2019. At Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Kesha Jagdishbhai Shah Participated in ‘National Integration Camp’ organised by the Regional

Directorate of Ahmedabad NSS, at Faculty of Social Work, Maharaja Sayajirao University of

Baroda, Vadodara, Gujarat from 20th to 26th January, 2020.

 Jayshree Baldevbhai Makavana Participated in the 23rd National Youth Festival at Lucknow,

Uttar Pradesh from 12th to 16th January, 2020 and attended Suvichar and National Youth

Convention Programme organised by NSS, Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports, Govt. of India.

 Vandankumar Jerambhai Kalathiya and Bhumika Girishbhai Solanki Participated in ‘National

Integration Camp’ Organized by the Regional Directorate of N.S.S., Bangalore Collaboration

With Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences, Bangalore, Hosted by Sri College of

Ayurveda Sciences and Research Hospital, Bangalore from 24th February to 1st March, 2020.
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 Zahara Limdiwala Participated in Two-Day State Level Workshop On ‘Orientation To Disaster

Risk Management’ Organized by National Service Scheme, Charutar Vidya Mandal, Vallabh

Vidyanagar-388 120 and Gujarat Institute of Disaster Management, Gandhinagar- 382 007, India

on 7th and 8th  August, 2019.

 Jay Nileshbhai Darji, Ajay Yogeshbhai Boghara, Jevin Harsukhbhai Sojitra, Sahil Mathurbhai

Kumbhani, Yash Dineshbhai Makvana, Riya Kishorbhai Devmurari, Mirali Kiranbhai Garmora,

Moxa Jagdishbhai Buha, Chauhan Kishan Rameshbhaij and Vavadiya Ghanshyam Abhaibhai

Participated in “Gujarat State NSS Day Celebration” organised by NSS Cell of Sardar Patel

University, Vallabh Vidyanagar & sponsored by the State NSS Cell, Department of Higher

Education, and Government of Gujarat. From 22 to 24 September, 2019. At Vallabh Vidyanagar.

 Tirth V. Patel, Siddharth D. Parmar, Karan N. Chandra, Himanshugiri  K. Goswami ,     Nikita

A.  Patel, Tejal R. Raval , Bharat R. Bharwad Participated in Gramya Jivan Darshan – “Anubhuti

2019” Organised by Gaujarat University, Ahmedabad in Collaboration with Students for

Development (SFD) From 15th to 19th May, 2019.

Sports Achievements

 All India National Participation / National

 Dhara shah Of T.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Karate team & participated in all

 India Inter University Karate Competition at Chennai , Tamilnadu  2019 – 20

 Mehul Thakor Of M.Com Selected in Gujarat State Senior National Kho-Kho Team &

participated in all India Inter State Kho-Kho Competition at Raipur , ChhattisGarh  2019 – 20

 West Zone National Participation and Achievement

 Ashvin k Talpada Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Handball team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Handball Competition At, Gwalior Madhya pradesh

2019 – 20

 Mehul D Thakor Of M.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kho-Kho team & participated in

West Zone Inter University Kho-Kho Competition At, Nanded Maharashtra 2019 – 20

 Mayank C Shravak Of M.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kho-Kho team & participated

in West Zone Inter University Kho-Kho Competition At, Nanded Maharashtra 2019 – 20

 Haresh M Chaudhari Of S.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kho-Kho team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Kho-Kho Competition At, Nanded Maharashtra 2019

– 20.

 Gourang U Chaudhari Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kho-Kho team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Kho-Kho Competition At, Nanded Maharashtra 2019

– 20
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 Nayan Salunke Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kho-Kho team & participated

in West Zone Inter University Kho-Kho Competition At, Nanded Maharashtra 2019 – 20

 Dhara P Shah Of T.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Badminton team & participated

in West Zone Inter University Badminton Competition At Kota , Rajasthan 2019 – 20

 Dhara P Shah Of T.Y.B.Com Selected nd Participated in Westzone Karate Competition nd

Achieved Gold Medal  At Goa,  2019 – 20

 Meet P Patel Of S.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Basketball team & participated

in West Zone Inter University Basketball Competition At Nanded, Maharashtra 2019 – 20

 Hardik C Patel Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Basketball team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Basketball Competition At Nanded, Maharashtra

2019 – 20

 Sefil R Kapadiya Of T.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Basketball team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Basketball Competition At Nanded, Maharashtra

2019 – 20

 Nitin S Bamaniya Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kabaddi team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Kabaddi  Competition At Kota , Rajasthan 2019 – 20

 Arpan D Chaudhari Of T.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kabaddi  team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Kabaddi  Competition At Kota , Rajasthan 2019 – 20

 Jana J Paswan Of  M.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kabaddi  team & participated in

West Zone Inter University Kabaddi  Competition At Amravati, Maharashtra 2019–20

 Tulsi A Patel Of  M.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Kabaddi  team & participated in

West Zone Inter University Kabaddi  Competition At Amravati, Maharashtra 2019–20

 Bharat Y Chaudhari Of T.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Football team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Football Competition At Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

2019 – 20

 Vikram Z Sambar Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Football team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Football Competition At Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

2019 – 20

 Sandip V Rathwa Of F.Y.B.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Football team &

participated in West Zone Inter University Football Competition At Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

2019 – 20

 Viraj R Bond Of M.Com Selected in Sardar Patel University Football team & participated in

West Zone Inter University Football Competition At Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh  2019–20
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 Mini Chaudhary M.Com Of Selected in Sardar Patel University Kho¬-Kho team & participated

in West Zone Inter University Kho¬-Kho Competition At Akola, Maharashtra 2019–20

 Anil S Sheoran Of T.Y.B.Com participated in Open All India Power Lifting  Competition Nd

Achieved Gold Medal With 570 kg weight Lifted At Ranbhoomi IIM Indore, Madhya Pradesh

2019 – 20

 State Level Participation and Achievement

 Raj B Vadher of F.Y.B.Com Participated In Reliance Youth Athletic Championship 2019 at

Manjalpur Sports Complex Vadodara Nd Achieved Gold Medal In 5000 mt Run nd Silver Medal

In 1500 mt Run.

 Raj B Vadher of F.Y.B.Com Participated In Open Gujarat Athletic Championship 2019 at

Manjalpur Sports Complex Vadodara Nd Achieved Gold Medal In 800 mt Run.

 Raj B Vadher of F.Y.B.Com Participated In Greenathon Open Athletic Championship 2019 at

Shastri Maidan Vallabh Vidyanagar Nd Achieved Gold Medal In 10000mt Run Nd Got 11000

Cash Prize.

 Mayank C Shravak Of M.Com Selected nd Participated In Open Gujarat Pro Kho-Kho League

Championship At, Jummadada Vyayam mandir, Vadodara nd Acieved Gold Medal Nd Also

Declared Man of The Match Award In Final Game 2019 – 20

 Arpan D Chaudhari of T.Y.B.Com Participated In Inter Collegiate Athletic Championship of

Sardar Patel University nd Achieved Gold Medal In 400 mt Run.

 Khel Mahakumbh Participation & Performance

 Mehul D Thakor Of M.Com Participated In State Level Khelmahakumbh Kho-Kho Competition

2019-20 At Mandva, Bharuch Nd Achieved Gold Medal.

 Mayank C Shravak Of M.Com Participated In State Level Khel mahakumbh Kho-Kho

Competition  2019-20 At Mandva, Bharuch Nd Achieved Gold Medal.
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Workshop on Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)

Workshop on IPR for students and Faculty members was organized on 30th August, 2019.

Total 60 participants from different colleges of Charutar Vidyamandal attended the

workshop.

The Workshop was about various aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs), its

importance and current situation in current era of Information. Shri Padmin Buch, Former

MD, GITCO & Ms. Shaiva Shah were present as resource persons (speakers).

Padmin Buch explain “Overview of IP and IPRs and described meaning of Intellectual

Property (IP) and scope of IPRs like , nature of IP, definition of IP, Types of IPRs and

modes of protection of IP. He explained about rules and regulation about IPRs in India and

also explains how to file a copy right and patent. Ms. Shaiva Shah gave basic idea about

invention and patent. She also thoroughly explained various benefits of IPRs. She gave real

example to understand important of patent and copyright.

Session was very interactive and participants came to know many new things about patent.

Student and faculty had asked many questions to resource person to gain knowledge about

untouched field of IPRs.

The workshop was successfully organized by Dr. S. R. Ajmeri.
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Workshop on Research Methodology and Plagiarism

One Day Workshop on “Research Methodology and Plagiarism” was organized by

BJVM IQAC Cell and convenor of research criteria Dr. M. P. Trivedi , Member

Dr. Ashok Gaur.

The workshop was designed to offer the practical guidelines and direct the

participants about various aspects of Research Methelodology and Plagiarism. It

gives awareness about plagiarism and share strategies to tackle plagiarism threat.

Forty participants from different colleges of Charutar Vidyamandal attended the

workshop.

Dr.Yagnesh Dalwadi, Professor, Post Graduate Department of Business Studies,

Sardar Patel University was the Resource Person. As an outcome of workshop, the

participants were able to understand various aspects of plagiarism. They learned

various methods of avoiding plagiarizing while writing academic papers. They also

learned about acknowledging sources, quoting, paraphrasing, and summarizing.
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M.Com. Programme

 Dr. S. R. Ajmeri and Dr. Ashok Gaur Participated in Edufair-2019-20 fare organized by Charutar Vidya

Mandal.

 Ms Himani Patel was declared as General Secretary .of Student council-2019-20.

 Fresher’s Party was organized for M.Com previous year students on August 07, 2019 and Farewell Party

was organized on February 8th 2020.

 Orientation Programme of M.Com Semester –I was organized on July 22, 2019. Dr. Nimesh Joshi,

Dean/Principal, Faculty of Commerce DDIT, Nadiad was Chief Guest.

 Students participated in Study tour and Institutional visit organized on 11 October, 2019 at GLS

University, Ahmedabad, International Centre for Entrepreneurship and Career Development –ICECD

and Gujarat International Tec-City Company Ltd- GIFT City ,Gandhinagar.

 Students participated in Teachers Day celebration with enthusiasm on September 5, 2019.

 Students actively participated in various Co-Curricular Activities and Events organized by college like

debate and elocution, fine arts, cultural Programme ,sports etc.

 Guest Lecture Series -2019-20 was organized for enriching students with the latest updates in

Commerce and Management, Academics. Eminent personalities form various Industries and academic

Institutions  were invited  to share  valuable knowledge  from their experiences to our students

 Dr. R. M. Joshi, Dr. P. R. Sheth, Dr. Yagnesh M. Dalvadi- Dr. Kamini, Dr. S. P. Macchar, and Dr.

Ankur Amin from , Department of Business Studies (Commerce) Sardar Patel University, Vallabh

Vidyanagar.

 Dr. K. S. Prasad- Assistant Professor, G.H. Patel Postgraduate Department of Business Management,

Sardar Patel University.

Result of M.COM

M.Com-IV

Semester

(March 2019)

Krutika Binaben Vyas

(8.85 CGPA) 1st Rank

in University

Richa mayankumar  Pandya (8.65

CGPA) 2nd Rank in University

Dhruvi Shashikant Kikani

(8.60 CGPA) 3rd rank in

University

M.Com-II

Semester

(March 2019)

Himani Dineshbhai

Patel (8.80 GPA) 1st

Rank in University

Shruti Shantosh Kumar Tripathi

and Kanchi Hemantkumar Patel

(8.60 GPA) 2nd rank in university

Jyotiben Ghanshyamsinh

Mahida (8.40GPA) 3rd in

university.
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National Cadet Corps Activity Report

NCC Office: Major I. N. Tandel, C/T Teena Sanghavi
Senior Division (Boys) Senior Wings (Girls)

 1st Year NCC Cadets 45
 2nd Year NCC Cadets 37
 3rd Year NCC Cadets 23

Total Enrollment Cadets 105

 1st Year NCC Cadets 23
 2nd Year NCC Cadets 15
 3rd Year NCC Cadet 05

Total Enrollment Cadets Girls 43

Sr.

No.

Event / Activity Date Level Location AN

O

SD

Cdt.

SW

Cdt.

1 International Day of Yoga 21/06/2019 District V.V. Nagar 01 51 27

2 Combined Annual

Training Camp

13/06/2019 to

23/06/2019

District Kathlal - 02 -

3 Combined Annual

Training Camp

1/07/2019 to

10/07/2019

District Thamna 01 15 04

4 Combined Annual

Training Camp

03/08/2019 to

12/08/2019

District Thamna - 23 02

5 Combined Annual

Training Camp

13/08/2019 to

22/08/2019

District Thamna - 03 02

6 Combined Annual

Training Camp

3/11/2019 to

12/11/2019

District Mogri - 05 11

7 Swachchhata Pakhwada 01/12/2019 to

15/12/2019

District V.V. Nagar 01 62 29

8 NCC Day Celebration 24/11/2019 District V.V. Nagar 01 55 25

9 RDC-IGC 15-11-2019 to 24-

11-2019

State Ahmedabad - - 02

10 Army Attachement

Camp

17/6/2019 to

1/7/2019

State Ahmedabad - 05 -

11 Little Run of Kutch 26/1/2020 to

29/1/2020

State Dhangadhra - 05 03

12 Trekking Camp 29/05/2019 to

05/06/2019

National Amarkantak - 03 -

13 Ek Bharat Shreshth

Bharat

20-1-2020 to 31-

1-2020

National Bhuj - - 04

14 Thal Sainik Camp 19/9/2019 to

30/09/2019

National Delhi - 02 01

15 S. P. University

Convocation Day

15/12/2019 University V.V. Nagar 01 30 15
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National Service Scheme (NSS): Activity List

S.
N.

Date Name of Activity Resource
Person/
Expert/
Judge

Place No. of Students
Participated

Name of
Winners

1 06-04-2019 Tree Plantation and
Distribution:
Celebration of World
Environment Day)

- B. J. Vanijya
Mahavidyalaya, Vallabh
Vidyanagar.

120 -

2 21/6/2019 International  Yoga
Day

- At. Shastri Ground,
Vallabh Vidyanagar

200 -

3 07-11-2019 World Population
Day

- At. College Campus 200 -

4 14/07/2019 Tree Plantation - Tree Plantation at
Vallabh Vidyanagar Bus
Stand

20 -

5 16/7/2019 Student Induction
Programme : NSS

- At. College Campus 65 -

6 18-07-2019 Student Induction
Programme : NSS

- At. College Campus 240 -

7 20/7/2019 Student Induction
Programme : NSS

- At. College Campus 330 -

8 22/7/2019 Student Induction
Programme : NSS

- At. College Campus 77 -

9 23-07-2019 NSS One Day Camp :
Social Activities

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand.-388
450

200 -

10 23-07-2019 NSS One Day Camp :
Tree Plantation

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand.-388
450

60 -

11 05-08-2019 Thalassemia
Awareness and
Screening
Programme

- At. College Campus 384 -

12 07-08-2019 Participated in Two-
Day State Level
Workshop on
“Orientation to
Disaster Risk
Management”

- Charutar Vidya Mandal,
Vallabh Vidyanagar and
GIDM Gandhinagar.

4 -

13 13/08/2019 Tree Plantation - At. Lions Club Hall, Bakrol
Village in collabortaion
with Lions Club, Vitthal
Udyognagar.

5 -

14 21/08/2019 Tree Plantation Camp - At. Adas Village,
Tal.Anand , Dist. Anand.

40 -
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15 30/08/2019 Tree Plantation - At. Ranak Hostel,
Vallabh Vidyanagar.

20 -

16 09-09-2019 Water Conservation
Programme

- At. College Campus 100 -

17 09-12-2019 Tree Plantation - JCI Center Bakrol 50 -

18 13/09/2019 Paper Bag Making
Programme

- At. College Campus 60

19 14/09/2019 Jal Shakti Abhiyan
(Water
Conservatiotion
Plants are Prepared
at College Campus)

- At. College Campus 25 -

20 16/09/2019 Blood Donation
Camp

- At. College Campus 160 -

21 22/09/2019 NSS Volunteers and
Dr. P. U. Mordhara
were participated in
Gujarat State NSS
Day Celebration

- Sardar Patel University,
Vallabh Vidyanagar

15 -

22 26/09/2019 Celebration of
Rashtriya Poshan
Maah September-
2019.

- Hariom Nagar, Bakrol of
Anand District Gujarat.

50 -

23 28/09/2019 Celebration of  World
Tourism Day

- Organized by C Z Patel
College of Business &
Management -New
Vallabh Vidyanagar  in
association with Tourism
Corporation of Gujarat
Limited. (NSS Volunteers
opened a stall in the fair)

60 -

24 02-10-2019 Gandhi Jayanti
Celebration

- At. Shastri Ground,
Vallabh Vidyanagar

30 -

25 02-10-2019 Cleanliness
Programme: Plogging
and Rally

- Near College area and
College Campus

30 -

26 17/10/2019 Tree Plantation - At. CVM Campus and
near Shastri ground

10 -

27 18/10/2020 Clothes Kit Making
and Distributed at
Shahpur and Fangani
Villages of Petlad
taluka.

- At. College Campus 100
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28 19/10/2020 Tree Plantation - CVM Office , Sahstri
Ground- Vallabh
Vidyanagar.

10 -

29 31/10/2019 Run for Unity
Programme

- At. Sardar Patel and r
Vitthalbhai Patel
Memorial Karamsad.

10 -

30 26/11/2019 Constitution Day
Celebration

- At. College Campus 100 -

31 12-12-2019 Say no to  Plastic - 20 -

32 14/12/2019 Participated in
Charutar Vidya
Mandal Platinum
Jubilee Celebrations.

- At. Shastri Ground,
Vallabh Vidyanagar

300 -

33 22-12-2019 NSS Annual Camp
Inaugural Function

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

34 22/12/2019 Voter Awareness
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

35 22-12-2019 Report Writing Skill
Programme.

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

36 23-12-2019 Village Clineliness
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

37 23/12/2019 Say no to Plastic - At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

150 -

38 23/12/2019 Health & Food
Nutrition Programme
for Students and
Rural People.

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

39 23-12-2019 Save Environment
Rally

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

40 23-12-2019 Personality
Development
Programme & Role
Youth in Nation
Building

At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

41 23-12-2019 Say no to Plastic Rally -- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

200 -

42 24/12/2019 Social Media & Youth
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

43 24/12/2019 Road Safety and
Awareness
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -
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44 24/12/2019 Socio Economic
Survey

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

31 -

45 24-12-2019 Save Water & Water
Conservation
Awareness Rally

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

46 25/12/2019 Fit India Movement
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

47 25/12/2019 General Health Check
Up Camp

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

300 -

48 25/12/2019 Free Dental Check-
up & Oral Health
Awareness Camp

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

160 -

49 25/12/2019 Farmer Guidance
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

50 25-12-2019 Voter Awareness
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

51 25-12-2019 Beti Bachao, Beti
Padhao Rally

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

52 25-12-2019 Voter Awareness
Rally

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

53 26-12-2019 Bacho Ki Pathshala - At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

200 -

54 26-12-2019 Prabhat Feri - At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

55 26-12-2019 Be Tobbaco Free
Awareness Rally

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

56 26-12-2019 Ek Bharat Shreshtha
Bharat

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

600 -

57 26-12-2019 Pasti ki Pathsala with
Raddi ka Ruab

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

58 26-12-2019 Disaster Risk
Management

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -
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59 26-12-2019 Lecture on : KARMA - At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

60 26-12-2019 Ek Bharat Shreshta
Bharat

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

61 26-12-2019 Ek Bharat Shreshtha
Bharat Rally

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

80 -

62 26-12-2019 Poster Making
Competition

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

80 -

63 26-12-2019 Essay Writing
Competition

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

300 -

64 27/12/2019. Free Eye Check-Up
Camp

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

150 -

65 27/12/2019. Women
Empowerment
Programme
(Motivating Rural
Women to Start their
own Business)

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

125 -

66 27/12/2019. Blood Donation
Camp

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

160 -

67 27-12-2019 Winter Clothes
Distribution

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

50 -

68 27-12-2019 Suvichar Writing on
Village Wall

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

10 -

69 28-12-2019 Tree Plantation - At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

70 28-12-2019 Animal Health Check-
Up and Disease
Prevention Camp

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

50 -

71 28-12-2019 Plogging Run
Programme

- At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

50 -

72 28-12-2019 Employability Skills
and Leadership
Training Programme

Dr. Bhautik
Patel,

Deputy
Accountant,
Sardar Patel
University

At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

100 -

73 28-12-2019 HIV-AIDS Awareness
Rally

At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

300 -
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74 28-12-2019 Tree Plantation at
Fangani High School

At. Fangani Village, Tal.
Petlad, Dist. Anand- 388
450

20 -

75 12-01-2020 National Youth Day
Celebration
(Celebration of
Swami Vivekananda
Birth Anniversary)

Dr. N. S.
Parmar,

President,
Parivartan

Trust,
Vallabh

Vidyanagar.

At. College Campus 54 -

76 17-01-2020 Road Safety Week
Celebration, 2020.
(11th January to 17
January,2020)

Dr. N. S.
Parmar,

President,
Parivartan

Trust,
Vallabh

Vidyanagar.

At. College Campus -

77 19-01-2020 Pulse Polio
Immunization Drive

- At. Elecon Garden,
Bakrol Road, Vallabh
Vidyanagar and other
area of Bakrol Village.

4 -

78 24-01-2020 Water and Forest
Conservation
Programme

Shri Dhaval
S Patel,

Founder and
Manging

Trusti,
Voluntary

Nature
Conservancy

, Vallabh
Vidyanagar

At. College Campus 120 -

79 25-01-2020 10th National Voters
Day Celebration with
theme ‘Electoral
Literacy for Stronger
Democracy’.

- At. College Campus 100

80 25-01-2020 Best out of waste-
Craft under
Swachhta Pakhwada

JC  Trup-ti
Patel

JC Alpa
Pandya

JC  Hetal
Shah

At. College Campus 10 1.Patel Kajal
2.Maheswari

Kavita
2.Kalathiya

Vandankumar
3.Tiwari MInal

3. Chauhan
Shivkumari

81 25-01-2020 Best food Item from
excess food of home
under Swachhta
Pakhwada.

JC  Trupti
Patel

JC  Alpa
Pandya

JC  Hetal
Shah

At. College Campus 10 1.Maheshwari
Kavita

2. Prajapati
Riddhi

3.Gohel
Ranjan

3.Tiwari Minal
82 26-01-2020 71th Republic Day

Celebration
- At Shastri Ground,

Vallabh Vidyanagar,
Anand.

100 -
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83 26-01-2020 Sardar Swachhta
Rally (Bike Rally)
from Sardar Patel
Memorial-Karamsad
to Statue of Unity
137km.

- Sardar Patel Memorial-
Karamsad to  Statue of
Unity 137km.

9 -

84 26-01-2020 Cleanliness
Programme

- At. College Campus 10 -

85 27-01-2020 Fit India Movement
Programme

At. Shahstri Maidan,
Vallabh Vidyanagar

600

86 29-01-2020 Tap Change & Take a
Pledge for Save
Water & Water
Conservation under
Swachhta Pakhwada

- In various primary schools
of Anand Taluka.

10 -

87 30-01-2020 Mahatma Gandhi
Nirvan Din: Shahid
Din

Dr. N. S.
Parmar

At. College Campus 900 -

88 09-02-2020 Greenathon: Green
Run Programme

- Near Shastri Ground,
Vallabh Vidyanagar,
Karamsad, Bakrol  &
Anand

50 -

89 09-02-2020 Tree Plantation - At. College Campus and
other area

25 -

90 11-02-2020 Aadhar Card Service
and Information
about Govt. Scheme
Camp.

Shri
Meghalsinh

Parmar, Post
Office

Anand.

At. College Campus 300 -

NSS Programme Officers: Members:
Smt. Rupal N. Vora
Dr. Pareshkumar U. Mordhara

Dr. Dipal R. Patel
Ms. Drushti Dave
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Sports Activities Report
s

Pradeepkumar K. Vasava
Assi. Prof. – P.T.I

Organized by Sardar Patel University

Sr.
No
.

Date of
Competition

Name of Sports
Place of Competition

No of
Students

Participated

Results

1 22-7-2019 to
26-7-2019

Basketball (Men) U.V.Sports Complex,
Bakrol

12 Champion

2 22-7-2019 to
26-7-2019

Basketball(Women) U.V.Sports Complex,
Bakrol

12 Champion

3 23-9-2019 Judo (Men)
Selection Trial

Nadiad Sports Complex 02 Individual Champion

4 23-9-2019 Judo (Women)
Selection Trial

Nadiad Sports Complex 02 Individual Runner up

5 6-8-2019 Wrestling (Men)
Selection Trial

Petlad R.K.Parikh
College

02 Individual runner up

6 6-8-2019 Wrestling (Women)
Selection Trial

Petlad R.K.Parikh
College

02 Individual Runner up

7 13-10-2019 to
15-10-2019

Kho-Kho (Men) SPU Maidan Bakrol. 12 Runner up

8 13-10-2019 to
15-10-2019

Kho-Kho (Women) SPU Maidan Bakrol. 12 5th place

9 14-10-2019 to
17-10-2019

Kabaddi (Women) SPU Maidan Bakrol 12 5th Place

10 14-10-2019 to
17-10-2019

Kabaddi (Men) SPU Maidan Bakrol 12 5th Place

11 14-10-2019 to
17-10-2019

Handball (Men) U.V.Sports Complex,
Bakrol

12 Runner up

12 10-9-2018 to
18-9-2018

Football (Men) SPU Ground Bakrol 20 5th Place

13 29-7-2019 to
3-8-2019

Badminton
(Women)

U.V. Sports Complex,
Bakrol

04 Champion

14 29-7-2019 to
3-8-2019

Badminton (Men) U.V. Sports Complex,
Bakrol

06 5th Place

15 11-10-2019 Chess(Men) U.V. Sports Complex,
Bakrol

06 4th Place

16 11-10-2019 Chess(women) U.V. Sports Complex,
Bakrol

06 Selection Trial

17 26-08-2019 to
01-09-2019

Volleyball (Men) U.V. Sports Complex,
Bakrol

12 Quarter Final

18 05-08-2019 Cross Country
(Men) 10 km

SPU Ground Bakrol. 06 4th Place

19 22-07-2019 to
25-07-2019

Table Tennis (Men) U.V. Sports Complex,
Bakrol

05 Second Round

20 30-01-2020 to
09-02-2020

Cricket (Men) SPU  Ground Bakrol 16 Quarter Final

21 23-01-2020 to
24-01-2020

Athletic (Men) SPU  Ground Bakrol 13 3rd Place

22 23-01-2020 to
24-01-2020

Athletic (Women) SPU  Ground Bakrol 08 Runner up
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Organized by Charuter Vidya Mandal

1 27-12-2019
to 28-12-
2019

Kabaddi

(Women)

Coach Shastri Maidan
V.V. Nagar

12 Champion

2 27-12-2019
to 28-12-
2019

Kabaddi

(Men)

Coach Shastri Maidan
V.V. Nagar

12 Participated

3 25-07-2019
to 28-07-
2019

Badminton
(Women)

Coach H.M.Patel,
Badminton Hall

04 Runner up

4 25-07-2019
to 28-07-
2019

Badminton

(Men)

Coach H.M.Patel,
Badminton Hall

06 Participated

5 21-12-2019
to 23-12-
2019

Football

(Men)

Coach Shastri Maidan
V.V. Nagar

20 Participated

6 20-07-2019 Chess(Men) Coach V.P. Science College 06 Participated

7 20-07-2019 Chess(women) Coach V.P. Science College 06 Participated

8 23-12-2019
to 24-12-
2019

Volleyball

(Men)

Coach Shastri Maidan
V.V. Nagar

12 Participated

9 30-12-2019 Cricket (Men) Coach ADIT Ground 16 Participated

10 16-07-2019
to 19-07-
2019

Table Tennis

(Men)

Coach ARIBAS College 05 Participated

11 18-02-2020
to 19-02-
2020

Athletic (Men) Coach Shastri Maidan
V.V. Nagar

10 Champion

12 18-02-2020
to 19-02-
2020

Athletic

(Women)

Coach Shastri Maidan
V.V. Nagar

16 Champion
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Cultural Committee Report (June 2019 to Feb 2020)

Convener: Dr. R. N. Patel
Members: Dr. A. J. Dholariya

Mrs. J. D. Parmar
Dr. Dipal Patel
Ms. Drushti Dave

Sr.
No
.

Date Activity Place Experts (if
any)

Details of Winners/ Participants/
Events

1. 09/08/201
9

Patriotic Song
Competition

college Jury:
1. Mr. Meet

Pandav
2. Dr.

Rajeshwa
ri Singh

1st : Gopal Bharwad (TYBCOM)
2nd : Abhishek Raval (SYBCOM)
3rd : Hiral Vasava (FYBCOM)

Total Participants: 30

2. 20/08/201
9

Logo Design
Competition for
the CVM
University

Charutar
Vidya
Mandal, V
V Nagar

--- Participants:
 Ami Rathod (FYBCOM)
 Dharmik R. Kachhiya (FYBCOM)
 Dipa Prajapati (FYBCOM)
 Divya Prajapati (FYBCOM)

3. 02/09/201
9 to
03/09/201
9

Ganesh
Mahotsav

College -- Ganesh Sthapana and Visarjran with all
religious virtuals. All faculties and
students participated.

4. 05/09/201
9

Teachers’ Day
Celebration

College --- 90 students of BCOM, BBA and MCOM
participated in the celebration. Four
lectures of 30 minutes up to 10:00 am
were taken by student teachers. GS
Himani Patel of MCOM became Principal
on that day. After the lecture, student
participants share their experiences as a
teacher.

5. 24/09/201
9

150th Birth
Anniversary
Celebration of
Mahatma
Gandhi
organized by
CVM Centre for
Gandhiyan
Studies, Sardar
Patel University
Event: Poster
Making

CVM
Centre for
Gandhiyan
Studies,
SPU, V V
Nagar

--- Participant:
 Bhavik L. Parmar (FYBCOM)

6. 25/09/201
9 to
27/09/201
9

SPU Youth
Festival
Activities:
Rangoli

SPU, V V
Nagar

----- Total Participants: 15
Third in Poster Making- Bhavik L. Parmar
(FYBCOM- B)
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On the Spot
painting
Cartooning
On the spot
Photography
Poster making
Debate
Elocution
Quiz
Light Vocal Solo
(Indian)

7. 3/10/2019 Navratri
Programme

College --- All students

8. 21/01/202
0 to
23/01/202
0

Kala
Mahakumbh
organized by
Gujarat Govt.
Activities:
Elocution
Essay Writing
Lokgeet
drawing

R & M
Desai
College of
Music &
Dance, V V
Nagar

--- Participants:
 Pragnya Inani (SYBCOM- B)
 Zehra  (SYBCOM- B)
 Disha Patel (TYBBA)
 Gopal Bharwad (TYBCOM- B)
 Bhavik Parmar (FYBCOM- B)

Winners at Taluka Level: (First)
 Disha Patel (TYBBA) in Essay Writing
 Gopal Bharwad (TYBCOM- B) in

LOkgeet
Winners at Taluka Level: (Second)
 Pragnya Inani (SYBCOM- B) in

Elocution
Winner at District Level: (Third)
 Gopal Bharwad (TYBCOM- B)

9. 21/01/202
0

GK and Quiz
Competition
organized by
ILSASS

ILSASS
College, V V
Nagar

--- Total participants:18

10. 12/02/202
0 to
16/02/202
0

Rotary Club
Anand Round
Town’s AMUL
26th Volcano
Activities:
Treasure Hunt
Photo Contest
On the spot
painting
G K Quiz

Town Hall,
Anand

---- Participants:20
Winner:
Photo Contest: (First)
1. Harsh Saxena

11. 19/02/202
0

Cultural
Programme
Singing
Dance
Skit
Standup
Comedy

College Jury:
1. Mr.

Meet
Pandav

2. Mr.
Dhaval
Patel

Participants:40
Singing:
1st :  Gopal Bharwad (TYBCOM- B)
2nd : Kapil Joshi (TYBCOM-A)
3rd : Chintan Lavji (FYBCOM-A)
Dance:
Solo Dance:
 Sakshi Patel (TYBBA)
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 Shivkumari (FYBCOM-C)
Duet Dance:
 Nikita Patel (SYBCOM-A)
 Vidya Nair (SYBCOM-A)
Group Dance:
Aniket Chaudhri and Group
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Debate & Elocution Activities Report Leadership Training Camp
1. Dr. N.S Parmar, Co-Ordinator Dr. N.S Parmar, Co-Ordinator

2. Smt. Rupal Vora, Member Smt. Rupal Vora,Member

3. Dr. Ashok Gaur, Member Dr. Samir Vohra

4. Dr. Dipal Patel, Member Dr. Sanjay  Radadiya

Sr.
No.

Date Name of
Activity

Resource
Person/Experts/
Judges

Place No. of
Students
Participa
ted

Name of Winners

1 13-09-2020 Best
Speaker of
BJVM

1. JC Nitesh
Maheswari,
President, JCI,
Vallabh
Vidyanagar

2. JC Haresh Darji
, National
Trainer ,  JCI,
Vallabh
Vidyanagar

3. JC Rakesh
Patel , National
Trainer ,  JCI,
Vallabh
Vidyanagar

BJVM 18 1st –

Rutvi Patel TYBBA

2nd –
Pandey Gyanendra - SYBCOM

3rd- Bhattacharya- FYBCOM.

2 23-2-2020 AD Shroff
Memorial
Elocution
Competitio
n

Dr. Vijay Jariwala
Dr. Hitesh Parmar

BJVM 10 1. Mansvi Bhatia
2. Rutvi Patel
3. Apurva

Bhattacharya

3 24-07-2019
to 25-07-
2019

MR Pai
foundation
Leadership
Training
Camp

Mr. Sachin Kamath
Mr. Shreepad
Parkhw

BJVM 82
---
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Placement Data for the Year

Sr. No. Name of Company No. of students

Selected

Salary Offered (Rs. P.a.)

01 Tech-Mahindra 14 Rs. 1,50,000

02 HDFC Sales Pvt. Ltd. 04 Rs. 1,20,000

03 ICICI Academy for Skills 01 Rs. 1,20,000

04 ICICI Bank Pvt. Ltd. 09 Rs. 1,74,000

05 LIC India – Borsad Branch 05 Rs. 84,000

06 Natyam Creative Solutions 07 Rs. 3,00,000

07 Natyam Creative Solutions 16 Rs. 1,80,000

08 Shreram Transport Finance 02 Rs. 1,20,000

09 Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) 02 Rs. 2,75,000

10 IDFC Bank 01 Rs. 1,50,000

Total 61

Placement Coordinator :

1. Prof. I. N. Tandel– Associate Professor
2. Dr. S. K.  Radadiya– Assistant Professor
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SC/ST  Cell: Activity Report

Convener : Dr. N S Parmar
Members: Dr. J P Parmar

Ms. J D Parmar

Sr.
No

Date Activity Name Experts Details Programme  Details Winners &
Participants

Details

1 08/07/2019 to
13/07/2019

Skill
Enhancement
Programme
(Six Day
workshop)

1. 1.
2. Dr. Aarati

Pamnani,
3. B & B Polytechnic

college,
VV nagar Anand

4. 2. Ms. Dipika
Bhakta,

5. Yoga Trainer

Session :
Day 1: Communication

skill
Day 2:
Meditation skill for
healthy life style
Day 3:

Mind power Yoga, stress
mgt
Day 4:
Team building,
Day 5:

Removal mobile
addication,
Day 6:

courage games, sleeping
regulation topics were
covered in training.

100 Students are
Participated

2 03/02/2020 to
08/02/2020

Karate Training
Programme

Trainer:
Shri. Chetan
Fumakiya,
Director of
Pratibha Academy,
vvnagar,
Anand.

knowledge of basic
Karate Techniques and
its uses for self defence.

50 Girls are
Participeted
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WOMEN CELL

Convener : Dr. R N Patel
Members:  Smt. R N Vora

Ms.  J D Parmar
Dr. A J Dholariya
Mrs. T H Sanghavi

Sr.
No

Date Activity Name Experts Details No. of Students
Participated

Name of winners

1 26/7/19 Mehandi  Competition Judges :

Dr. Kalpana Malavat
Associate Professor

Dr. Sadhana Patel
Associate Professor

Total
participants=30

Winners Rank:
First:
Kotadiya Bhavik
TY  BCOM-C

Second:
Sharma Pooja
M COM F
Second:
Patel Shakshi
TY BBA
Third:
Mishra Jagruti
TY BBA

2 26/7/19 Aarti  Thali Decoration Judges :

Dr. Kalpana Malavat
Associate Professor

Dr. Sadhana Patel
Associate Professor

Total
participants=20

Winners Rank:

First:
Bhatt Vrinda
TY BCOM
Second:
Shah Janvi
FY BCOM
Third:
Parmar Jalpa
FY BCOM
Third:
Rathod Devanshi
SY BCOM

3 27/12/19 Awareness Programme
on Sexual harassment of
Workman at
Workplace(Prevention,
Prohibition and
Redressal) Act,2013

Ms .Renu Verma
Advocate in Gujarat
High Court, Promoter
of Grafting Better
Future socio Education
Welfare Foundation.

All Students -----------
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BJVM STAFF PROFILE

Teaching Staff

Dr. Ketaki Sheth
Principal

Commerce &
Accountancy

Dr. M. P. Trivedi
Associate Professor

Commerce &
Accountancy

Shri I. N. Tandel
Associate Professor

Commerce &
Management

Dr. S. R. Ajmeri
Associate Professor

Commerce &
Management

Shri H. D. Patel
Associate Professor

Commerce &
Management

Dr. J. P. Parmar
Associate Professor

Economics

Dr. Smt. R. N. Patel
Associate Professor

Commerce Acc&
Management

Shri N. S. Parmar
Associate Professor

Economics

Smt. R. N. Vora
Associate Professor

English

Shri K. L. Patel
Associate Professor

Mathematics &
Statistics

Dr. P. U. Mordhara
Assistant Professor

Commerce &
Accountancy

Shri P. K. Vasava
Assistant Professor
Physical Instructor
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Dr. S. M. Vohra
Adhyapak Sahayak

Commerce &
Accountancy

Dr. A. J. Dholariya
Adhyapak Sahayak

Commerce &
Accountancy

Dr. S. K. Radadiya
Adhyapak Sahayak

Commerce &
Accountancy

Smt. J. D. Parmar
Adhyapak Sahayak

Commerce &
Accountancy

Shri H. P. Dave
State

Dr. A. D. Gaur
Assistant Professor

Commerce

Smt. T.H. Sanghavi
Trainee Teacher

Smt. Drushti Dave
Trainee Teacher

Smt. Anupriya.
Parmar

Trainee Teacher
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Sports University level comepetition achievement

Last Three Year BJVM College Champion
I n SPU Basketball Inter Collegiate Competition

Boys Handball Intercollegiate Competition, organized bySPU

Runners up In Boys Kho-Kho Intercollegiate Competition,organized by SPU Girls Athletic Intercollegiate Competition, organized bySPU

Girls Kabaddi Intercollegiate Competition, organized bySPU at  University Maidan Dhara P Shah  Achieved  Gold Medal In State Level Karate
Competition and Ashruti Patel achieved Gold Medal In State Level
Kabaddi Competition In Open Age Group In Khelmahakumbh, at
Ahmedabad  2018–19
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Co-curricular Activities at BJVM

Cultural Programme

Aarti Competition

Mahendi Competition
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A D Shroff Elocution Competition

Alumni Meet

Independance Day Celebration
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Leadership Training Camp

Patriotic Song Competition

Personality Development Programme
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Skill Enhancement Programme

Student Exchange Programme-
SMPIC College Ahmedabad

Yoga Day Celebration

Student Induction Programme B.COM
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Student Induction Programme BBA

Student Induction Programme M.COM

Teacher's Day Celebration
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Women Self-Defence Programme

Workshop on Intellectual Property Rights

Workshop on Research Metholodogy and Plagarism
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Dr. Ketaki Sheth
Principal,
BJVM College

Time Management

“Time is the most valuable coin in your life. You and you alone will determine how that coin will
be spent. Be careful that you do not let other people spend it for you.” ― Carl Sandburg

Time management is the process of planning and exercising conscious control of time spent on
specific activities, especially to increase effectiveness, efficiency, and productivity. (Wikipedia)
Time management is an optimal use of time. Time is a dynamic resource; only people who use it
wisely will succeed. Planning is extremely important when it comes to managing the use of time. It
is important to manage your time well. When time is managed and organized wisely; it can make
the difference between a productive day and a very hectic day. Using time management in an
ordinary day can help reduce stress and make life easier. Without having a plan on how to manage
time, it can create stress in life and also forget important dates and deadlines.

When we fail to prioritize our time effectively, daily life can go down into chaos. All research
shows that poor time management causes stress. Time cannot be managed; it can only be controlled
by each person and how time is run. One of the main problems that many of us face is frequent
procrastination. Procrastination means to postpone a task or a work for later. One can be distracted
by the phone, television or whatever. As a result of procrastination; the work is not done properly
and usually ends up rushing and doing it at the last minute.

Time is a unique resource. It is essential, intangible, irreplaceable, irretrievable and therefore
invaluable. It is distributed fairly and evenly. Everyone's day is only 24 hours, no more and no less.
Each job takes time. Time without energy is of little value; for example, if one is seriously ill, the
duration of the illness is practically useless. Time is money. Time is also a measure of effort.

Time can be divided into three aspects to apply management techniques:

(a) Biological: Relating to bodily functions.

(b) Social: Relative to self, family and society.

(c) Professional: Relative to professional activities / time spent at work.

It is essential to maintain a balance between these three aspects. Any imbalance can be unfavorable
to their physical and mental health and can harm the person in the long term. It is therefore
essential to allocate your time as balanced as possible to these three aspects. Time management is
essentially a matter of self-discipline, although it is affected by external factors. We must cultivate
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the art of enjoying both work and leisure. It is essential to maintain a balance between biological,
social and professional time to improve its effectiveness.

There is a famous saying: "Time is money"; But now we can also that “Time is life”. Time cannot
be stored or put for later use. The best we can do is to use time constructively. It is the only thing in
the world that we cannot store for the future. The value of time is in the moment and must be
extracted from the given moment. For example, today's time can never be stored for future use. We
can either use it today or lose it forever. The principle of time is therefore either USE or LOSE!

All great persons who have achieved success in life have used the secret of optimal use of time. So
in conclusion it can be said that anyone who wishes to be great in life must learn to use time
greatly. Don’t let the precious moment’s just slip by in idle gossips and insignificant activities.
Make the best use of time by devoting your each and every moment to character building and skills
development.
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Dr. Rupal Patel
Assistant Professor,
BJVM College

Women’s Empowerment through
Health, Education, Safety and Security

Women empowerment in India is little lagging behind than other Western countries. It is
necessary that India takes initiatives to empower women in the country and bring gender
equality. It can be said that gender equality is necessary to empower women
Women empowerment means empowering women physically, socially, and emotionally.
When women in the country are empowered with education and career, they are improving
the economic status of the family and help reduce poverty in the country. With women’s
empowerment, the productivity of the family and the entire community improves. It is said
that when the women in a family are educated the future generation is getting a better chance.
Women’s empowerment is a complex issue and it is an enabling process which will only be
achieved when an improvement in the condition of women in terms of health, education,
safety and security (including social security, financial security etc.) is achieved.
Health: Every third Indian women is undernourished and every second is anemic due to
malnutrition. In order to improve the health status of women several measures have been
taken by the governmentlike Janani Suraksha Yojana, Janani Shishu Suraksha Karyakram
(jssk), Mother and Child Protection Card, Mother and Child Tracking System, Maternal
Death Reviews (MDR)

Education:Many programmes are being implemented by the government in the fields of
elementary, secondary, higher and technical education like Right to Education (RTE) act,
2009, Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), Padhe Bharat, Badhe Bharat, Vidyanjali (school
volunteer programme), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan(RMSA), Udaan (by CBSE)
for girl students, Rashtriya Uchchattar Shiksha Abhiyan(RUSA), Pradhan Mantri

Vidya Lakshmi Karyakram
Safety and Security: . Some of the recent enabling legislations to address gender based
violence to provide safe environment for women to work and live and fulfill their potential
are, for example.The Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013, The Sexual Harassment of
Women at Workplace (Prevention,Prohibition and Redressal) Act,2013, The Protection of
Women From Domestic Violence Act, 2005,h. The Maternity Benefit Amendment Bill, 2016,
.Nirbhaya Fund- women’s safety and prevention, protection and rehabilitation under which
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one stop centres are giving medical aid, police assistance, legal and psycho-social counseling
and temporary shelter to women affected by violence, Women Helpline for providing 24
hour emergency response and National Emergency Response System are also operating and
so on.
Many social problems in India hinder the empowerment of women. Gender-based violence,
abuse, inequalities in reproductive health, economic discrimination, traditional practices are
some forms of inequality targeting women. It is important for our country to tackle all social
problems against women and to support the empowerment of women in a fully fledged
manner. Women must empower themselves by being strong and demonstrating power in a
society dominated by men. They must take the initiative to run the domestic system like men
and must manage all financial activities at home. Every change is said to start at home. So, as
citizens of India, we must change our mindset and support the empowerment of women by
helping the women in our lives to gain power in the household and in society. As a girl and a
woman in society, you must empower yourself by becoming independent and present your
power in all aspects of life.
Let us ensure that the women of our country are empowered in all areas of life.
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Concentration Power
Concentration is the essence of all knowledge; nothing can be done without it.

People feel that it is very difficult to concentrate or focus on a task, job or goal or one’s work due to
preoccupation with extraneous matters. It might be problems in relationships with colleagues,
friends or family members or any other issue that is preying on the mind. 90% of thought force is
wasted by the ordinary human being and therefore he is constantly committing blunders; the trained
man or mind never makes a mistake. To me the very essence of education is concentration of mind,
not the collecting of fact.

Such preoccupations pull our attention away from the matter in hand, thereby leading to drastic
results. To develop the ability of concentration, one needs to train one’s mind and focus on the
quality of thoughts. Stabilizing the digressive thoughts is nothing but concentration. When we
concentrate on any pure thought, it starts to stabilize the mind, which brings peace of mind.

It is just like when we drop a coin in muddy water, we are unable to see the coin, but if we drop it
in clear water; we can see the coin clearly. Here, it indicates that concentration is possible only
when we have clear and positive thoughts, while futile and waste thoughts disturb the inner
tranquility.

When the mind is silent, there is happiness inside and outside. It is a great asset and advantage to be
able to silence the mind when its services are not needed.

To conclude concentration helps us to think in a higher, concentrated way – thinking less and
thinking powerful. Pure thoughts generate a lot of clarity, focus and spiritual force which helps
to achieve success in life.
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Future Prospects of Accounting Education and Research

Till people will earn money in India, future of accountants is secure and bright. At the end of the
day, only an accountant can calculate the profit/ loss from the business/ profession.
Till Government will levy tax, future of accountants is bright. Be it finance, audit, accounting, tax
or overall management services,
Chartered Accountants are still very much in demand at least in India. And this demand is not
going to be decreased anytime in future.
Since 2014, the Indian government has initiated reforms to push the country towards a cashless and
cleaner economy. The best-known of these are demonetisation, under which the 500-rupee and
1,000-rupee currency notes in circulation were declared invalid legal tender in November 2016, and
the goods and services tax (GST), rolled out in July, 2017 which brings indirect taxes at the state
and central levels under one umbrella. As these reforms push Indians towards greater transparency
in their dealings, public accountants in the country are finding themselves in the role of trusted
advisers much more than before. These overarching changes on multiple fronts mean that
businesses are looking for far more from their tax consultants than before. India Accounting
Services Market is expected to witness robust growth by 2024, owing to the rising demand of
accounting services to ensure effective management across different businesses. Factors such as
growing workforce, government initiatives towards creating more employment avenues and
increasing start-up culture has propelled the demand for accounting services for individuals as well
as companies. Growing demand of payroll services across various companies to ensure proper
management will drive the growth of the market during the forecast period. Moreover, the
anticipatory arrival of the Goods and Services Tax (GST) is also expected to have a positive impact
on the accounting services market as businesses will look towards remodeling their supply chains
to take advantage of the new tax structure post GST. Based on the service type, tax preparation
service is expected to dominate the market by 2024 owing to growing number of new businesses in
the country and rising equity markets.
Government initiatives such as introduction of Make in India and efforts towards Digital India to
attract investments from foreign countries are expected to drive the growth of the market by 2024.
The government of India is likely to allow multinational firms to register as auditors, which is
expected to drive competition in the market and act as a driver for the accounting services market.
These changes of Indian economy also require the knowledge of International Financial Reporting
Standards and Indian AS on the part of accountants and students as well to understand the GAAP
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Till people will earn money in India, future of accountants is secure and bright. At the end of the
day, only an accountant can calculate the profit/ loss from the business/ profession.
Till Government will levy tax, future of accountants is bright. Be it finance, audit, accounting, tax
or overall management services,
Chartered Accountants are still very much in demand at least in India. And this demand is not
going to be decreased anytime in future.
Since 2014, the Indian government has initiated reforms to push the country towards a cashless and
cleaner economy. The best-known of these are demonetisation, under which the 500-rupee and
1,000-rupee currency notes in circulation were declared invalid legal tender in November 2016, and
the goods and services tax (GST), rolled out in July, 2017 which brings indirect taxes at the state
and central levels under one umbrella. As these reforms push Indians towards greater transparency
in their dealings, public accountants in the country are finding themselves in the role of trusted
advisers much more than before. These overarching changes on multiple fronts mean that
businesses are looking for far more from their tax consultants than before. India Accounting
Services Market is expected to witness robust growth by 2024, owing to the rising demand of
accounting services to ensure effective management across different businesses. Factors such as
growing workforce, government initiatives towards creating more employment avenues and
increasing start-up culture has propelled the demand for accounting services for individuals as well
as companies. Growing demand of payroll services across various companies to ensure proper
management will drive the growth of the market during the forecast period. Moreover, the
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Government initiatives such as introduction of Make in India and efforts towards Digital India to
attract investments from foreign countries are expected to drive the growth of the market by 2024.
The government of India is likely to allow multinational firms to register as auditors, which is
expected to drive competition in the market and act as a driver for the accounting services market.
These changes of Indian economy also require the knowledge of International Financial Reporting
Standards and Indian AS on the part of accountants and students as well to understand the GAAP
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and harmonization in accounting practices of the other countries. All these boosting factors also
create challenges for accounting education and research.
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Say No to Noise Pollution

How many times have you felt irritated by the unnecessary horn of vehicles on the road? In

addition, are we not disturbed by the loud noise of the machines under construction near us? All

these sounds not only irritate us, they also harm us physically. This is what noise pollution is for.

Today, we are all so insensitive to the noise pollution from their activities. Noise or noise pollution

has now become a serious problem. Large cities are the most prone to these noise pollution.

Commercial vans, movie songs, functions or weddings muffle us with their decibels. Vehicle horns

honk in extraordinarily loud sounds.

In fact, loud and unwanted noises don't just affect our hearing; it also has a slow poisoning effect

on the brain. Like other types of pollution, the remedy for this dangerous curse belongs to men

themselves. The government or the High Court can contain the nuisance by applying strict

measures.

The World Health Organization says that anything below 70 decibels is not dangerous and will not

cause harmful effects to living organisms. However, sounds over 70 dB are considered dangerous.

The excessive amount of noise in the environment makes it dangerous to live. Unpleasant sounds

and noises can cause imbalance in nature. The high noises emitted by different means can make a

person irritable and even become sick with different abnormalities in the body. In particular, noise

pollution affects the elderly because they are weaker than they were in their young age and their

organs also age over time. Pregnant women are also advised to stay away from these very irritating

noises that cause noise pollution

Even as the world celebrated 'No Honking Day' on April 25, vehicles on roads in urban India

remained oblivious to the high levels of noise they were contributing to pollution. As per WHO’s

estimate, around one million healthy lives are lost due to the deafening sounds. Loud noise can

cause many health issues like high BP or heart related disease. more than 80 decibels nice is bad

for the ears, and if sounds at this level persist for a stretch of over eight hours, then one can

possibly become deaf
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Many initiatives can be taken to curb the growing menace of abnormally high noise levels on the

roads, and unnecessary honking. We can  start the 'Do Not Honk' campaign with support from

traffic police and other NGO  in urban area having high noise pollution.this can create  awareness

among bike riders car drivers and other vehicle drives to reduce unnecessary and relentless

honking. For Example Awaaz Foundation, an NGO is working towards curbing noise pollution in

the city and they have , started a unique initiative, 'HornVrat', which literally translates to 'fast

from honking,' in order to encourage drivers in Mumbai to refrain from unnecessary honking, in

association with Maharashtra Transport Department, Rickshawmen's Union, and Mumbai Police. .

The Maharashtra government, on April 24, launched a ‘No Honking Logo’ as part of the state

government’s initiative to spread the awareness about ‘no honking’ among citizens.
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Systematic Investment Plan
Mr. Hitesh Yadav

Tranie Com Inst

What is an SIP?

An SIP or a Systematic Investment Plan allows an investor to invest a fixed amount regularly in a
mutual fund scheme, typically an equity mutual fund scheme.
Many investors think that an SIP is a product. It is not uncommon to come across a query - can I
invest in an SIP to achieve my goal? An SIP and mutual fund schemes are not synonyms. An SIP is a
mere tool that helps you to invest regularly in a mutual fund schemes, mostly in equity mutual fund
schemes. An SIP helps you to stagger your investments in equity mutual fund schemes over a period.
Most mutual fund advisors do not recommend investing a lumpsum in equity mutual funds.

Why should you SIP?

One, it imparts financial discipline to your life. Two, it helps you to invest regularly without wrestling
with market mood, index level, etc. For example, if you are supposed to put a fixed amount every
month in a mutual fund scheme, you need to find time to do it. When you have the time, you might be
worried about market conditions and think of postponing your investments. Or you might be thinking
of investing more if the mood is optimistic. SIP puts an end to all these predicaments. he money is
automatically invested regularly in a scheme without any effort on your part.

What are the other benefits of SIPs?

SIPs help you to average your purchase cost and maximise returns. When you invest regularly over a
period irrespective of the market conditions, you would get more units when the market is low and less
units when the market is high. This averages out the purchase cost of your mutual fund units.Another
benefit, called the eighth wonder of the world by some, is the power of compounding. When you
invest over a long period and earn returns on the returns earned by your investment, your money
would start compounding. This helps you to build a large corpus that help you to achieve your long-
term financial goals with regular small investments.

How much money do I need to start an SIP?

You can start investing in a mutual fund scheme via SIP with a minimum of Rs 500.

Can I customise my SIP?

Yes, you can. Though the most popular SIP is investing a fixed amount every month, investors can
customise the way they put money via SIPs. Many fund houses allow investors to invest monthly, bi-
monthly and fortnightly, according to their convenience. Apart from this, Step-up SIPs allow investors
to increase the SIP amount periodically. ‘Alert SIP’ is another form of the regular systematic
investment plan which sends an alert to the investor to buy more when the markets are down.
In case of the ‘perpetual SIPs,’ investors don't have to choose the end date of the SIP. Once the goal is
met, the investors can stop the SIP by sending a written communication to the fund house.
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My love Butterfly!

Different colors attract me,

The flying style distracts me,

The beauty forces me to propose her…

I then caught her, to feel…

But the innocence made me to free her,

Slightly leaving her

made my fingers colorfulll…

I came to know about her boyfriend,

Flower!!!

And this made me jealous.

But the beauty melted me,

and I became a one sided lover.

My mind was totally involved in her

I saw other side,

My pen noted my every feeling about her!!!
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वषय : तुम होते कौन हो जज करने वाले
उनक  छोट  छोट  बात  को तू मच करने वाले,

तुम होते कौन हो उ ह जज करने वाले
अबला कह के उ ह वीक ना करो ,

कपड़े ठ क है उनके, तुम नजर ठ क करो
हमारे पैर स से यादा हमार फ  करने वाले,

तुम होते कौन हो हमे जज करने वाले
कमजोर बनाए जो आंसू वो आंखो से ना बहे ,

खदु को बचाने के लए वो लड़को को भईया ना कहे
अपने काम से काम ना रखने वाले ,

तुम होते कौन हो हमे जज करने वाले
हर मोड़ पे उ ह य  आजमाते हो ,

अरे पहनावे से करै टर य  बनाते हो
लड़ कय  को माल और आइटम कहने वाले,

तुम होते कौन हो उ ह जज करने वाले
सुबह कॉल सटर से जॉब करके आती है

कसी गलत धधें से नह ,

बराबर  करनी है तो सोच क  करो
सफ कंधे से नह

उनके कपड़ ेपे गंद  कमट करने वाले ,

तुम होते कौन हो उ ह जज करने वाले
वो देर रात तक पाट  करगे
जब तक उनका मन है,

सार  लड़ कय  को उनक  िज़ंदगी जीने का हक़ है
हमे अकेला देख कर हम छेड़ने वाले ,

तुम होते कौन हो हमे जज करने वाले
तु हारे ऐयाशी का बछोना नह ,

हा लड़ कया गु ड़या है , पर तु हारा खलौना नह
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કાદર  મ. નોમાન
એફ.વાય.બી.કોમ

ભારત મા એક પં કત યાત છે. “ય  નાય ુ ુ યતેં રમતેં ત  દવતા“ આનો અથ એવો થાય- છે ક યા

મ હલા ની ુ થાય છે. યા મ હલાઓ  ુસ માન થાય છે. યા દવ નો વાસ થાય છે. અને એક ી િવશે

આપણે ટ  ુલખીએ તેટ ુ ઓ  છે. કારણ ક એક ી જ માતા છે. એક ી જ બહન છે, એક ી જ દકર

છે, એક ી જ પ ની છે. આપણે કટલાક મહ ભુવોને માનીએ છ એ. તેમના બતાવેલા માગ પર ચાલીએ

છ એ મક, ગાઘંી , સરદાર પટલ , જવહરલાલ નેહ ુ , અ ુલ કલામ વગરે વા મહઆ ભુવોને પણ

જ મ આપનાર પણ એક મ હલા જ છે. કોઇ પણ માણસ એક ી ના કારણે જ ુ િનયા પેદા થાય છે. પરં ુ

તેજ માણસ સમજદાર થઇ જતા ી િવશે નીચા િવચારો રાખે છે. કોઇક બા ુ  મ હલા ને દવી ગણવામા આવે
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છે. આમ દરક તરમા ીમા દર જો અલગ અલગ છે. ા ચન ગુ મા સતીઓ, સ ાર ઓ, અને સ વઓ એ

એક વલતં ઈિતહાસ ભારત ને રુો પાડ ો છે. વેદ કાળમા ી- ુ ુષ નો સ માન દર જો હતો. ીઓ અને

ુ ુષોને એક સમાન ગણવામા આવતા. ુ ધ કાળમા અને િવશેષ કર ને ન કાળમા તો ી- ુ ુષ ની

બરાબર ના નાતે આ યા મક અધીકાર પણ પામી હતી. આમ ા ચન કાળ મા ીને ુ ુષો ટલા જ

અિધકારો આ વામા આવતા હતા. ા ચન કાળ મા મીરાબાઈ, પાનબાઇ વગેર વી મ હલાઓ એ સા બત ક ર

દ  ુક એક ી શ ત  ુછે. ા ચન ગુ મા કોઇ પણ યાઓ હોઇ વી ક, ુ -પાઠ, ાથના વગેર વા

કાય મા ીઓ  ુહાજર રહ  ુઆવ યક માનવમા આવ  ુહ .ુ આમ, ા ચન ગુમા ીઓનો દર જો લુદં

હતો.

મ ય ગુ એ લે ાચીન ગુ તથા વતમાન ગુ વ ચે નો સમય ગાળો . આ ગુ મા અનેક ર શાહ વશંો

આ યા. આ ગુ મા અનેક ુ રવજો હતા. ાચીન ગુ મા મ હલા ઓ ને ુ ષુો ટલો જ સમાન દર જો

મળતો હતો.પરં ુ મ ય ગુ મા મ હલા એક વ  ુમાનવા લાગી. ુ ંવાર  ક યાઓ ના સોદા થવા લાગયા.
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આટ  ુજ ન હ પરં ુ , દકર  ના નાની ઉમર મા લ ન , દહજ થા , દકર  ને ુધપીતી કરવી , વીધવા

નુઃલ ન , દકર  ને જ મતા જ માર નાખવી , વગેર વા અનેક ુ રવજો પેદા થયા. ના કારણે મ હલા ઓ

ને અનેક ુ ઃખ તથા વેદનાઓ નો સમનો કરવો પડતો હતો.

મ ય ગુ મા દકર  ઓ ને અપ કુન ગણવામા આવતી. મ હલા ના કોખ માથી દકર  જ મ લેતી તે

મ હલાને માર  નખવામા આવતી. આમ , મ ય ગુ દરમીયાન અનેક ુ રવાજો પેદા થયા. મ ય ગુ

દરમીયાન જ આવા અનેક ુ રવજો ને ન દુ કરવા માટ અનેક મહા ભુવો થયા. મક , રા રામ મોહનરાય

, વામી વીવેકાનદં , વામી દયાનદં , તથા નમદ , દલપતરામ વગેર વા અનેક સા હ ય કારો તથા

મહ ભુવો આવા ુ રવજો ને ના દુ કયા. અને મ હલા ઓ ને આવા ુ રવજો માથી કુત કર .

વતામાન ગુ મા મ હલા ઓ ના દરજ  મા ઘણા ફરફારો થયા. મ હલા ઓ મા સા રતા ુ માણ વ ુ.ં

મ હલા ઓ મા તી આવી. પરં  ુઆ ઉપરાતં પણ વતમાન ગુ મા એક મ હલા પોતા ુ વન આઝા દ

થી વી શકતી નથી. લાખો મ હલા ઓ હ ુ  આ  પણ ઘર ની ચાર દવાલો વ ચે , િનર રતા અને

અ ાનતા ના ઘોર ધકાર મા અટવાય ને પ વુત વન વી રહ  છે. આ  પણ જો એક મ હલા ઘર ની

બહાર ય તો તેના પર અનેક સવાલો ઉભા થાય છે , તેના પર અનેક ગળ ઓ ઉઠ છે. જો આ  પણ એક

મ હલા ઘર ની બહાર ય તો ઘણાક ખુા ઓ તેની સામે ખરાબ નજર થી ુએ છે. આમ , મ હલા પોતે

પોતાની અવાજ ને લુદં કર  શકતી નથી. આ  દ ન-દહાડ મ હલા ઓ પર તથા દકર  ઓ પર બળા કાર

થાય છે.અને માર  નાખવામા આવે છે. પરં  ુમ હલા ઓ પર આવા ખરાબ કાય  કરનારા ખુાઓ લુી ય

છે ક ,પોતાની માતા અને પોતાની બહન પણ એક મ હલા જ છે. વતમાન ગુ મા કોઇ પણ ય કત ના

મ હલા ઓ યે ના િવચારો એટલા ખરાબ થઇ ગયા છે ક , અથ નો અનથ કર  નાખે છે. જમક આ ણ

પં કત ઓ ,

એક લડક  કૉ દખા તો એસા લગા... , સે ખલતા લુાબ સે શાયર કા વાબ

સે ઉજલી કરણ સે બન મે હરણ , સે મં દર મે હો એક જલતા દયા.......

આ પં કત ઓ ને વાચતા જ આપણા મન મા અનેક યાલો ની દોડા-દોડ  ચા  ુથઇ ય છે. પરં ુ આપણે

કદાચ ણતા નથી ક , આ ગીત ની નુ એક ભજન માટ તૈયાર કરવામા આવી હતી. અને આમા  પિવ

શ દો નાખવામા આ યા છે, તે કોઇ ભજન ના પિવ  શ દો થી ઓછા પણ નથી.આ ગીત એક ેિમકા માટ

ન હ પણ એક દકર  માટ લખવામા આ  ુછે. આ ગીત મા એક દકર નો મ હમા દશા વા આ  ુછે ક , એક

દકર ને જોતા આપણા મન મા ુ યાલો આવે છે. અને આ પં કત ઓ ના તે તો દકર  ને એક મં દર ના

જલતા દપ સાથે સરખાવામા આવી છે . પરં  ુવતમાન ગુ મા ખરાબ સોચ ના કારણે આવા ગીતો  ુઅથ

 ુઅનથ થઇ ય છે.
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આ  િવિવધ ે ે મ હલા ઓ ુ દાન જોવા મળે છે. તે પછ  ધામ ક ે  હોય , રમત-ગમત ે  હોય ,

રજનીતીક ે  હોય ક પછ , રા ય ે  હોય. આ  અનેક ે ે મ હલા ઓ ુ દાન જોવા મળે છે.તેમ છતા

પણ આ  ઘણાક ખુા ઓ એવી સોચ રાખ ેછે ક, એક મ હલા પગ ની પાની બરાબર છે. ઘણા ખુાઓ  ુતો

એ  ુમાન  ુછે ક, એક મ હલા ઘર સભંાળ  શકતી નથી. એક મ હલા ઘર તો ુ દશ ને પણ સભાળ  શક છે.

આપણા ભારત મા તો ધામ ક ે ે પણ મ હલા ને દરજજો આ વામા આ યો છે. મક, જયાર આપણને ાન

ની જ ર હોય યાર આપણ ેકોઇ દવ પાસે જ  ુપડ  ુનથી , પરં ુ ાન લેવા માટ આપણે “ દવી સર વતી “

પાસે જ  ુપડ છે.  પોતે પણ એક ી છે એક માતા છે. તેવી જ ર તે યાર આપણને પૈસા ની જ રત હોય

યાર પણ આપણ ેકોઇ દવ પાસે જ  ુપડ  ુનથી , પરં  ુધન-દોલત લેવા માટ આપણે “દવી લ મી “ પાસે

જ  ુપડ છે.  પોતે પણ એક ી છે, એક માતા છે.આમ, ધામ ક ે ે જ ન હ પણ રમત-ગમત ે ે પણ

મ હલા ુ દાન જોવા મળે છે. મક ,પી . વી . સ ુ (બેડમ ટન ટાર) તે પણ એક ી જ છે. સા યા

નહવાલ  તે પણ એક ી જ છે. મૈર  કોમ તે પણ એક ી જ છે . પી . ટ . ઉષા તે પણ એક ી જ છે. ગીતા

ફોગટ તે પણ એક ી જ છે.આમ, રમત-ગમત ે ે પણ મ હલા ુ દાન જોવા મળે છે.

આ  પણ ઘણા ખુા ઓ એવી સોચ રાખે છે ક, મ હલા ઘર સભંાળ  શકતી નથી. પરં  ુમ હલા એક ઘર તો

,ુ દશ ને પણ સભંાળ  શક છે. મક, થમ મ હલા વડા ધાન ીમતી ઇ દરા ગાધંી  એક મ હલા થઇને

આખા દશ ને સભંાળતી હતી. થમ મ હલા રા પિત ીમતી િતભા પાટ લ  એક મ હલા થઇ ને ર પિત

ના પદ ને ા ત કર  શક છે. થમ મ હલા લોકસભા પીકર ીમતી મીરા ુમાર તથા ીમતી િુમ ા

મહાજન  એક મ હલા થઇ ને આખા સસંદ ને સભંાળ  સક છે. ીમતી શીલા- દ ત  એક મ હલા થઇ ને

પદંર વષ દ હ વા શહર પર શાસન કર  શક છે. ીમતી ુ મા વરાજ  એક મ હલા થઇ ને િવદશ મં ી

બની દશ તથા િવદશ વ ચે ના કય  સભંાળ  શક છે. થમ મ હલા IPS(આઇ. પી.એસ) અિધકાર ીમતી

કરણ બેદ  તે પણ એક મ હલા જ છે. થમ મ હલા ુ ીમ કોટ ની યાયાધીશ ીમતી ફાિતમા બીબી  એક

મ હલા થઇ ને ુ ીમ કોટ ને સભંાળ  શક છે. ીમતી મધર- ટરસા  એક મ હલા થઇ ને નોબલ રુ કાર

મેળવી શક છે. આમ, ઉપરાતં પણ ઘણી મ હલા ઓ છે,  મા  ઘર ને જ નહ  પરં  ુદશ ને પણ સભંાળ  શક

છે. અને ુ ં ુબ ક સમાજ મા જ નહ  પરં  ુદશ મા પણ પોતા  ુનામ રોશન કર  શક છે.

ઉપર ના અનેક ુ ા ઓ પર થી પ ટ છે ક, મ હલા ઓ  ુસ માન કર  ુએ આપણી નૈતીક ફરજ છે. કારણ ક

આપણી “માતા”, ”બહન”, “ દકર ”, “પ ની” પણ એક ી જ છે. જો આપણે કોઇ ની માતા , બહન ુ આદર

કર  ુતો કોઇ આપણી માતા, બહન  ુપણ આદર કરશે. અને આપણા ભારત મા તો પેહલા થી જ મ હલા નો

મહ મા ગવાય છે. કારણ ક ભારત ના પીતા “મહા મા ગાધંી” ને પણ જ મ આપનાર “ તુળ  બાઇ” પોતે પણ

એક મ હલા જ છે. અને આપણે ભારતીય તો  ધરતી પર રહ એ છ એ, તે ધરતી ને પણ આપણે માતા કહ એ

છ એ. એટલે ક આપણે ભારત ને પણ ” ભારત માતા “ કહ એ છ એ. આમ ી ઓ  ુસ માન એ દશ ુ

સ માન, અને દશ  ુસ માન કર  ુએ આપણી ફરજ છે
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ુ નીયા  ુઘડતર એક ી વગર અ ુ ુ છે. અને એક ભગવાન ને પણ ુનીયા મા જ મવા માટ એક ી ની

જ રત પડ છે. તો આપણે માનવી તો ઘણી ુ ર ની વાત છે.  ુનાર  શ કત હમેશા વદંન ક ુ .આમ,

“ ી ઓ  ુસ માન , દશ  ુસ માન. “
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Why Youth of India addicted Towards Mobile Games?
Reasons and Solutions

 Introduction
Mobile games are games designed for mobile devices, Such as smartphones, Today’s
mobile phones- particularly smart phones – have a wide range of connectivity features
including infrared, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and 4G. These technologies facilitate wireless
multiplayer games with two or more players. They are just a game then why the youth of
our country India is so addicted towards it? Lets See! There is the reason following it is
the solution for addiction.

 Reasons and Solutions for addiction
Temporary satisfaction from problems,
Every person has various sort of problems in life, If you are a student there is exam
related pressure, If you are a working professional there is job related pressure, Every
person requires some temporary escape from daily life problems. The major part of the
youth play mobile games like PUBG, Call of Duty etc. for temporary escape but for
some it is books, Tele-vision, sports and other activities.

 Solution
Instead of wasting time in playing mobile games the youth should use this time in doing
constructive things like reading books, Sports activities, learning new languages and
other activities for relaxation from life problems.

 Social Requirement
The one thing that makes mobile games more addictive among youth is that they can
socialize and talk with each other while playing the game. If any person does anything
socially it makes more fun and engaging to do.

 Solution
The solution possible for the reason is that one should select an alternative which can be
done socially with friends because doing things alone can exclude the person from the
society, find hobbies or interest that can be done with friends.

 Creates a purpose and sets a goal
Mobile Games creates a sense of purpose and goal among the youth, which is missing
from the real life. In mobile games like PUBG at times they show you your level and
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creates a goal where you need to reach to become a better player. Which creates a urge
in them to play more.

 Solutions
The solution for the above reason is simple yet difficult, If you do different things like if
you read different books you can also create a purpose and set a goal in life.

 Rewards And achievements
Mobile games gives you ranks and rewards which motivates the youth to play more. It is
human tendencies that we always want to increase our rank and earn more and more
rewards. Constant growth and rewards in anything drives you more towards it.

 Solutions
The solution for above is you cannot achieve your goals if you do not know what your
levels are. For a better tomorrow instead of playing games, you should choose your goal
and set levels. Reward yourself whenever you complete a level this will motivate you
towards your goal.

 Makes you a virtual hero
Mobile games make you a virtual hero. Many people have fantasies to become a hero,
commando etc. which is virtually fulfilled by this games.

 Solution
The solution for this is that you can relieve your fantasies in different things like there
are physical games like paint ball in which you can become a commando, and games that
you have played in your childhood like Chor police.

 Easy availability
The one thing that makes mobile games more addictive is that it can be played anywhere
and at any time. If you want to play cricket you need bat, ball, ground, friends and lot of
other investments are required which makes it hard to execute. It is a human tendency
that we choose easy things over hard.

 Solution
The solution for the above is you delete the game after every time you play it. Try to
decrease investments in other hobbies that you pursue.

 Change habit of addiction
The youth of the India is addicted with the surroundings for example you will likely eat
popcorn in a theatre rather than in a conference room same way the group around us
creates a habit of addiction.

 Solution
The solution for this is you need to find signals and live in group where people are more
attracted towards physical hobbies rather than playing games. The people you be with
inputs a lot in your habits.

 Conclusion
So from this we can conclude that any habit or addiction needs time to transform, it can
take up to 20-30 days. The youth of India need to focus and decide what they want to do,
The above are the reasons which makes mobile games so addictive and if they want
solution then they need to understand every above solution and attack them from each
angles, find alternatives to satisfy the above given solutions.
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છોકરો બન ુ ંસરળ નથી
તમે બધાએ સાભં ુ ં હશે ક છોકર  બન ુ ંઅઘ ું છે. અને એ સા ું પણ છે. પણ તમે મ

િવચારો છો એમ છોકરો બન ુ ંસરળ નથી. વી ર તે એક છોકર નો પહલો ેમ તેના પ પા હોય છે

તેવીજ ર તે એક છોકરાનો પહલો ેમ તેની મા ંહોય છે. યાર એક છોકરાનો જ મ થાય છે યાર તેની

પાસેથી બુજ આશા રાખવામા આવે છે. મ ક તેને તેના િપતાથી સવા ુ ંબનવા ુ ં છે. પ રવારને

આગળ લઈ જવાનો છે. તે આશાના બોજ નીચે દબાઈ ય છે. ઘણી વખત તો તેને કોઈ છૂ ુ ંપણ

નથી ક તાર ુ ંકર ુ ંછે.

છોકરાને એક વાત નાનપણથીજ શીખવાડવામા ંઆવે છે અથવા તે ણે છે, ક રડાય પણ

નહ . કારણ ક ુ ંએક છોકરો છે. પછ જદગીમા ંગમેતેવી સુીબત આવે તેણે હમેશા ંચહરા પર

હા ય રાખીને તેનો સામનો કરવાનો છે. છોકર ના ુદન પરથી એના ુખનો દાજો લગાવી શકાય

પરં  ુએક છોકરાના હા ય પરથી કોઈ પણ દાજો ન લગાવી શક ક તે કટલા ુ :ખ સહન કર ને

બેઠો છે.

આજના સમય મા ંઆપણે જોવા જઈએ તો છોકરા િવશે લોકોની માનિસકતા ઘણી બદલાઈ

ગઈ છે. આ ુ ંએક ઉદાહરણ લઈએ તો માની લો ક ર તા પર એક છોકરો અને છોકર નો અક માત

થયો. અને યા ંદસ વીસ લોકોની ભીડ જમા થઈ છે અને લોકોમા ંસૌથી પહલા તો એજ ચચા હશે ક

ન  વાકં તો છોકરનોજ છે. તેઓ િવચારતા નથી ક વાકં છોકર નો પણ હોય શક છે. અહ યા ુ ંએ ું

નથી કવા માગંતો ક છોકર  ખરાબ હોય છે પરં  ુલોકોની છોકરાઓ િવશેની નકારા મક મનિસકતાએ

તેમનો નજ રયો બદલી ના યો છે અને છે લે આ લેખના મા યમથી ુ ં એટ ુ જ કહવા માગીશ ક

અ કુ છોકરાઓના લીધે બધાને ખરાબ ગણવા યો ય નથી. તેમણે પણ લાગણી હોય છે. તેથી આ

િવશે આપણે બધાએ પોતાના અ ભ ાય બદલવાની જ ર છે.
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તેવીજ ર તે એક છોકરાનો પહલો ેમ તેની મા ંહોય છે. યાર એક છોકરાનો જ મ થાય છે યાર તેની

પાસેથી બુજ આશા રાખવામા આવે છે. મ ક તેને તેના િપતાથી સવા ુ ંબનવા ુ ં છે. પ રવારને

આગળ લઈ જવાનો છે. તે આશાના બોજ નીચે દબાઈ ય છે. ઘણી વખત તો તેને કોઈ છૂ ુ ંપણ

નથી ક તાર ુ ંકર ુ ંછે.

છોકરાને એક વાત નાનપણથીજ શીખવાડવામા ંઆવે છે અથવા તે ણે છે, ક રડાય પણ

નહ . કારણ ક ુ ંએક છોકરો છે. પછ જદગીમા ંગમેતેવી સુીબત આવે તેણે હમેશા ંચહરા પર

હા ય રાખીને તેનો સામનો કરવાનો છે. છોકર ના ુદન પરથી એના ુખનો દાજો લગાવી શકાય

પરં  ુએક છોકરાના હા ય પરથી કોઈ પણ દાજો ન લગાવી શક ક તે કટલા ુ :ખ સહન કર ને

બેઠો છે.

આજના સમય મા ંઆપણે જોવા જઈએ તો છોકરા િવશે લોકોની માનિસકતા ઘણી બદલાઈ

ગઈ છે. આ ુ ંએક ઉદાહરણ લઈએ તો માની લો ક ર તા પર એક છોકરો અને છોકર નો અક માત

થયો. અને યા ંદસ વીસ લોકોની ભીડ જમા થઈ છે અને લોકોમા ંસૌથી પહલા તો એજ ચચા હશે ક

ન  વાકં તો છોકરનોજ છે. તેઓ િવચારતા નથી ક વાકં છોકર નો પણ હોય શક છે. અહ યા ુ ંએ ું

નથી કવા માગંતો ક છોકર  ખરાબ હોય છે પરં  ુલોકોની છોકરાઓ િવશેની નકારા મક મનિસકતાએ

તેમનો નજ રયો બદલી ના યો છે અને છે લે આ લેખના મા યમથી ુ ં એટ ુ જ કહવા માગીશ ક

અ કુ છોકરાઓના લીધે બધાને ખરાબ ગણવા યો ય નથી. તેમણે પણ લાગણી હોય છે. તેથી આ

િવશે આપણે બધાએ પોતાના અ ભ ાય બદલવાની જ ર છે.
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The world is full of chaos, the physical existence is avail but the presence Of mind is fading

away. Still we are marching to the destinations which are Fixed in some cases and still some

are not fixed yet. So for the moment Of break we need a space and the comfort where the

physical and mental Attainment of solitude could be found. Now it depends upon the person

What break actually means to him or her. The networking could be an option So that one

could have the exploration of different mind-sets and the thinking. At that time during the

meetings and the formal communications at the Corporates, the boundaries and the

limitations are always there.But if one would Be exploring the couple of personalities then

there would be an exchange Of ideas and morale. You would get to know about the certain

behaviour of yours which would be bit of awkward but still you won’t regret it. And you

would get a chance to know yourself. The warm conversations which you preferred to do

with yourself are no more limited to you. Different age group have the various experiences

that are useful for you for the rest of the life and the moments which You send with them are

not more likely depicted but those are meant to be Felt when they are not around you. So

keep exploring the new people and You would meet the people of different age those might

be having a great Age difference or of same age but one thing would be obvious that you

would Learn something and in an exchange your belonging ideas and thoughts might be

helpful to the others. One more thing that might help you out during the life would be few

personalities which would be having the fit compatibility according to yours and those would

never be left for the rest of your life.
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AMBITIOUS  GOOD  LIFE
-A Path of Success

Ambition means a strong desire for advancement or a praiseworthy desire. Ambition is the growth
of a person’s life. Human mind runs for success but forgets the precious stage of a good life.
Ambition is a way in development of personality. What a success means to is the goal where one
wants to reach. It differs from one person to another no matter what their form is, it just waves with
time.

“Run for growth,
Not for success,

Growth is the way,
Success is the end.”

Profession is a growth whereas success is the development. It includes a similar path but not the
thoughts. A person must think for their skills, think by their souls & the way they are unique from
others. Everyone is striving for a good life but the foremost plan is an ambition. When you think for
management how they work it directly relates to the ambition. One is in need to have an idol but I
think idol is encouraging us for success but not for what we are living. Having a person as an idol is
good but not who deceive you.

“Talent without ambition,
Life without aspiration,

Seeking without strategy,
Struggling without methodology...
Is what brings oversight to you.”

I want to share my personal ideology, in my life I want to prove something and be that one for what
I am here in this world. For that one moment where I can love my life knowing my ambitions. I had
many aspirations but that all gathered and structured my life in a mold in which I can be the best.
So, all for that I will say just one thing , first of all spend some time with your soul, think about
your life and reach the way in which you are the best no matter what other person think about you.
Take a stand for your own life and have an ambitious good life filled with success.

“Be ambitious, be tactful,
Be strategic, be enriching,

Feel yourself positive,
Work for your best...

YOU WILL REACH SUCCESS”
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વસીમ મા લક
SY B.COM

ક ણ િવદાય

મરણ તમા ું આમ હયે રહ  જસે (2)

િવદાયનો આ કારમો ઘા રહ  જસે ..... મરણ તમા ું....

પખંીઓ ઊડ  ગયા છે ૃ (૨)

નેહ ના માડાઓ ખાલી થઈ જસે .... મરણ તમા ું ....

લૂાય ાથી એ દવસો એ બધા (૨)

મીઠા મરણો આમ ઉરમા ંરહ  જસે. .... મરણ તમા ું .....

યાદ આવ ુ ંકોકદ  તમને અમે (૨)

છબી  તમાર ામા ંરહ  જસે. .... મરણ તમા ું ....

છે લી ઘડ એ અમ સઉ ભેગા થયા(૨)

ખમાં  ુઅમારા રહ  જસે .... મરણ તમા ું

મરણ તમા ું આમ હ રહ  જસે(૨)

િવદાયનો આ કારમો ઘા રહ  જસે
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B.COM IS NOT JEM TEM
Aunt: What are you studying, Beta ?
Student: I am studying Bachelor of commerce (B.COM).
Aunt: Oh! You are doing B.com, Don't do just B.com, do something else with that,do
something extra with it.

This is the apparent answer which I and all of the B.com students get it . And
because of this attitude towards B.com, students and people take it for granted.
Students think as it is an unstudied degree, and can pass by reading one night before,
Yes, you can, with 5-6 GPA, but what about the knowledge which you need for your
further career. And I am not against of them, we should do something extra with it,
but it is also true that commerce degree is not worthless.

Let me tell you about B.com history, it was first offered by the University of
Birmingham.The University's school of commerce was founded by 'William Ashley' an
Englishman from Oxford University. B.com program is designed to provide the
knowledge of a wide range commerce related subjects such as Accounts, Finance,
Marketing, Economics, Management, Law and a lot more.

But as the commerce degree was considered as a middle and easy degree, if one is
not capable of science and considering Arts as low subject than Commerce degree is
easy.(mainly b.com. And it is also preassumed that B.com students doesn't able to
find a good job with their demanded salary. Here I like to tell you that all company
need the Accountant, and employ them with their condition, its depends on you how
you grab it at your conditions. There are many advantage for the B.com students as
they get more opportunities for post graduation such as CA, MBA, M.COM, CMA,
LAW, ICWA and International Studies. Only the B.COM has different career options
like Accountant, Tax Consultant, Human resources, Banker, Auditor, Stock Broker,
Lecturer, Export Import manager, Finance Consultant, Event Manager, Travel
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Manager, Government jobs, Lawyer, Entrepreneur, Hotel Management, Economist,
Administrative Job, etc

From the B.COM degree , you get various opportunities, the one can go for the also
learn professional skills and go for the business, And you all know how rich AMBANI
is? How gaint the TATA GROUP is ? And much we are habitual to shop from DMART
which is founded by Mr. RADHAKRISHNAN DAMANI. These all rich people have the
commerce background. Read once their story and you will get the idea.These all are
the real heroes of the Indian Economy who lived in India with the top position in
Indian economy and rule the business and dalal street. That need a dedication,
ambition, power and a lot.

Commerce Degree is beyond our imagination, its upto you how you get and tackle
oportunities. Be confident and smile, their is a fruitful future after this degree.
GOOD LUCK.
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સા હલ ુંભાણી
FY B.COM

સકં પમા ંશ ત
 મ ુ ય પોતાના ંિન ચયમાં ઢ અને અટલ હોય તે મ ુ ય ુ િનયાને પોતાની ર તે બદલી શક છે.

ભારતમા ંરહનાર મહાન વય ત ને દશ માટ કઈક ક ુ છે.એમણે સકં પ કરલો અને સકં પ ણૂ

થયો છે .ઉદા. મહા મા ગાધંીએ સકં પ કરલો ક ેજોને ભારત દશ માથંી બહાર કાઢ શ અને

ગાધંી  એ સકં પ ણૂ કર યો. એવા તો ભારત દશ મા ંબ ુજ વય ત છે. ને સકં પ કરલો હોય

અને ણૂ થયો હોય. ઉદા.સરદાર પટલ, ભુાષચં ,છ પિત િશવા  વગેર.

ે મા ંકહવત છે. “where there is a will there is a way” મન હોય તો માળવે જવાય. પરાગ

હોય તો ુ પ પે પાગંર,સકં પ હોયતો િસ પે પ રણામે સકં પ બીજ સમાન છે.માનવીના ંમનમાં

ઉ કટ સકં પો ગિતશીલ હોય છે. તે સકં પના ંતરંગો કોય પણ ૃિ મ અથવા ુદરતી આવરણો ક

ુશોને ગણકાય  વગર ૂર- ૂર મણકર શક છે. અને યો ય જ યાયે જઈ શક છે.

સરોવર ના ં કાઠં શબર  બેસી રાતે રામ ુ ં નામ એક દન આવશે જ ર મારાં તરના ં આ

રામ.શબર ના ંઆ તી  સકં પ રામ ધુી પહોચી ગયો અને રામ તેની ુપડ એ પધાયા. અ ુણીમાં

િશનહા હાથ નો હોવા છતા ંતેને સકં પ કરલો ક એક દવસ માઉ ટ એવર ટ સર કર  બતાવીશ, અને

તેને સકં પ ણૂ કય .જોનાથન લિવ સટન સ ગલના લેખક રચાડ બાક કહ છે ક,”Thoughts are

wings” સકં પો એ પાખંો છે.

પહલા ંસકં પની પાખં ટવી જોઈએ.જોનાથન નામના ંગતપખંને આકાશને પાર પામવાનો સકં પ

થયો અને પખંી દ યલોકમા ંપહો ુ.ં સકં પની િસ માટ સકં લ ત યેયની પ ટતા, ા ંઅને મ

જોઈએ. પર ા પહલો નબંર લાવવા સકં પ કર અને આખો દવસ ટ વી સ ુ ં જોયા કર, અને

રખડ ા કર તો સકં પની િસ  કવી ર તે થાય.
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માટ સકં પની પાછળ ા,ંિવ ાસ અને ુ ુષાથ ન હોય તો તે શેખ ચ લીના ંતરંગો જ કહવાય.

એવર ટ ચઢવા સકં પ કર અને ગરમ પાણી નહાવા જોએ તે કથાથી બનેં?

The power of thought magic of the mind.સકં પમા ંઅિસમ શ ત ભરલી છે.

નેપો લન કહ છે. “સાચામા ં સા ુ ં અને ખરામા ં ખ ું ડહાપણ તે ઢ સકં પ છે. કટલીની વરાળથી

ઢાકં ુ ં ઊ ુ-ંની ુ ં થ ુ ં જોઈ ટ વ સ િવચાર ઊપડયોને ટ વ એ જન શોધ ુ.ં કોલબસે સકં પના

સહાર અને નના જોખમે અમે રકા ખડં શો યો.એટલે જ કિવ ઈ બાલ કહ છે.: ુ ંઢને વાલો કો

ુ િનયા ભી િમલતી હ.

નર  ભાઈ મોદ  જયાર ુ યમં ી હતા. યાર સકં પ કરલો ક એક દવસ ભારત દશનો વડા ધાન

બનીશ અને તેને સકં પ ણૂ કર યો.

અમે લૂ કર એ? એ ુ ંતો કદ  બને ના,
આવા િવ ાસે રહવામા ંથાય ખાઈ ગયા,

નદ  સ ુ ંવહ ું વન અટકાવી ,
બધં બાધંવાના સપનામા ંથાય ખાઈ ગયા...

તમા ં ભારતીય સં ૃિતમા ંએવી ણાલી છે. ક કોઈ પણ મગંળ કાય કરતા ં પહલા ં હાથમા ં જળ
લઈને તે કાય કરવાનો વૈ દક સકં પ કરાય છે.
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